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Mrs. Norman

Mrs. Norman has spent the last fifteen years teaching in the science department at B-R. With Biology freshman year, Anatomy and Physiology junior year, and AP Biology senior year, she has had many students for two, if not three years. What many students remember about her classes are the analogies she creates to help us understand things ranging from the structure of cell walls, to the invasion of a retrovirus in an organism and the creation of a protein from the nucleotides of DNA. Mrs. Norman is committed to helping the students of B-R succeed, both inside and outside of the classroom. She challenges her students, pushing them to their intellectual limits, yet is understanding when circumstances do not permit their best performance. Her goal is to have students truly understand what they are learning, not just memorize it. She wants students to be able to take what they have learned in school and be able to use their knowledge in real-life applications. She is devoted to showing these “real-life” uses, always on the lookout for the newest innovation in the fields of biology and medicine and sharing articles about them in the classroom. It gives students the opportunity to see the modern-day value of the material they are learning.

Mrs. Norman’s commitment to her students is not limited to the classroom, however. She has spent many years involved in other activities at the school, as a Class Adviser, leading Student Council, helping with graduation, and for the first time this year, running National Honor Society. She has spent countless invaluable hours committing herself to ensuring the success of these organizations, planning events like field trips and blood drives.

But many students nominated Mrs. Norman for the yearbook dedication this year for a different reason: the personal investment she has with her students. She truly wants to guarantee their success in and out of high school this year. She wrote over fifty students personal recommendations for college. While managing plans for classes, grading papers, and organizing events for NHS, she still manages to make a personal connection with each of her students, asking about their siblings, sports standings, college acceptances, etc. Mrs. Norman describes her passion for teaching with the following: “For me, teaching is a daily opportunity to work with diverse young minds and personalities, and hopefully learn a little Biology along the way. I have found that the subject matter is not really what is important, or what the students will remember... It’s the interactions, the analogies, and the personal stories that we share with one another that will bring back memories. Teachers are supposed to inspire. I love what I do because I learn something new every day and it has often been my students who have inspired me!” The Class of 2011 is honored to dedicate our yearbook to Mrs. Norman.

and a special thanks to...

The senior class advisers have worked extremely hard to make our four years here at B-R fulfilling. Their dedication to the class of 2011 has made every class event fun and successful. We’ve been very lucky to have their support and guidance over the years. Thank you Ms. Arrighi & Ms. Hardy!

ms. hardy & ms. arrighi
To the class of 2011:

You have achieved an important milestone in life. Graduation is a time to reflect on the past four years of a challenging yet rewarding high school experience. It is also a time to look forward to a promising future.

Bridgewater-Raynham Regional High School has provided you with the necessary knowledge and skills upon which to build your future. Knowledge is not enough to be successful; it is how you use that knowledge that counts. Use your wisdom to do the right things, to act on principle and with compassion for others.

Go forth with the confidence of your teachers, families, and yourselves into a world that holds limitless possibilities. On behalf of the Bridgewater-Raynham Regional High School Committee, I wish you all the best in your future endeavors. Make us proud!

Congratulations to the Class of 2011!

Jacqueline B. Forbes
Superintendent of Schools
We would like to thank Chris Butler, Nick Fernald and Rebecca Larson for their hard work and dedication to the yearbook. The time they spent photographing, building pages, organizing, editing and chasing down countless students, teachers, and coaches was immense. These students were very much committed to creating a yearbook that represented the senior class of 2011. We are hoping this book captures lifelong memories for years to come.

Mrs. Horne & Mrs. Kendall
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With 6 staff members saying congratulations to their 6 daughters, 2011 will be a year to remember! Pictured above, from left to right: Kathy & Ali Rogers, Natalie Rachel Winsor, Julie & Isabella DeVincenzo, Maria & Marissa Morrison, Laura Hendrickson & Billi MacTighe, and Carol & Kari McKenna.
faculty
To the class of 2011:

I wish you the best of luck! Four short years ago, we embarked on this journey together and I feel that in that short amount of time we have learned and grown a great deal from one another. You never ceased to amaze me with your hard work and ability to rise to the occasion in all that you have done. The core of your experience at B-R is one you should all be proud of. Through all the ups and downs over the course of your high school years, you passed the tests put before you and met the expectations set for you not only by your school, but by your families. You have established high standards for your peers to follow and you have always represented B-R in the most positive light.

Although this chapter of your life is closing, another one is beginning...the beginning of your life as young adults with increased responsibilities and expectations. Remember to always have the courage to seek the truth, to speak the truth, and to stand up for the underdog - even if yours is the lone voice doing so. Have the courage to trust your own moral compass - your innate understanding of right and wrong. And have the courage to accept that you are not perfect, nothing is, and no one is - and that is ok.

In closing, I want you to remember one thing...be proud of what it took to get to this special day. Remember the hard work you put forth to get to this moment and realize that it is just the beginning of a wonderful journey. Congratulations and good luck to you!

Sincerely,

Angela Watson
Over the last ten years, Mrs. Geraldine Benedict inspired her students and guided the English department. After an illustrious career as an educator and Department Head at Boston College High School, BR was fortunate when Mrs. Benedict agreed to come to BR. Her students know her as a supportive teacher, always generous with her time. She loves literature, from *Moby Dick* to *Three Cups of Tea*, and wishes to instill that love in all of her students. Her devotion and dedication to the English Language Learners program at BR is tireless. As Department Chairperson, she has guided the English department through a tumultuous decade of change. With every decision she has always done what is best for all students at BR. Her dedication to teaching, her care for each student, and her love of literature has left BR a better place. We will miss her in the classrooms, offices, and hallways of BR. We wish her a happy, healthy retirement full of wonderful books.

---

Mrs. Donovan has been a Foreign Language teacher in the Bridgewater-Raynham school district since 1995. Anyone who has ever had the pleasure of being in one of her classes would agree that Madame truly loves all that is French. After spending anywhere from one school year to 4 school years in her class, her students know that her love for French language and culture is exceeded only by her desire to see all students of all abilities succeed in learning another language. As the only French teacher here at the Regional for the last several years, Mrs. Donovan teaches all levels of all 4 years of French and is able to juggle it all while maintaining an amazing rapport with her students year after year. As if that was not in and of itself a rigorous and impressive charge, she is also highly qualified to teach Spanish and has been asked to do just that on many occasions. When asked to teach both, she has approached the challenge with the same professional, conscientious attitude that her French students enjoy. We will truly miss Madame Jean Donovan.

---

For 27 years Mrs. Jennifer Doyle has dedicated herself to the students and faculty of the BR Schools. Her teaching career began with Grade 2 at the Hunt School in Bridgewater. Her ability to change lives by sharing the excitement of learning with students and colleagues alike became her trademark. Mrs. Doyle saw the potential of technology in the classroom long before it became fashionable. She understood that the Internet and computers were tools that could enhance and enrich learning. Mrs. Doyle did just that as she was a pioneer in the field of Education Technology. This spirit led her to Lesley College and a Masters in Instructional Technology Specialist. Not only did she help create the technology integration for the students in the district but she also taught workshops for staff development. Implementing technology in the classroom as well as staff development became Mrs. Doyle's special talent. She chose technology and her can-do attitude led to many changes in the technology department. Besides teaching in a computer lab, Mrs. Doyle could fix a printer, reset a network, and help the administration with first day of school Powerpoint presentations. She did it all and did it behind the scenes, out of the limelight. We thank her warmly for her kind and lasting legacy.

---

Mary Ellen Sargent has been a teacher for 30 years. She started as a proctor at BR and has been a Biology teacher in the science department for 11 years. Mary Ellen truly enjoys her profession. She loves to see students learn and our students always know they can depend on Mrs. Sargent for a sympathetic ear. Mary Ellen is a regular at the BR Hockey and football games. She is often seen at many BR events. She is proud of the BR students and is always ready to cheer them on. Mary Ellen and her husband Ted also helped the TJ2 Robotics Team. Mary Ellen was a team coach for several years. The Sargent's opened their home to members of the TJ2 computer team, so that the team could use her computer. She first started as a parent of the team's first robot driver, her son Ted. Mary Ellen loves Science and new discoveries. She is always willing to try new things to make her class more interesting and fun for her students. We will miss Mrs. Sargent and all that she has contributed to our school. Good luck and Happy Retirement, Mrs. Sargent. You deserve it!
The guidance department of the Bridgewater-Raynham High School is definitely one of the best around. From leading us in the right direction freshmen year to promoting our participation in school activities and scholarship opportunities throughout our high school careers, they have gone above and beyond to help us succeed. As seniors, we can look back and see how grateful we should be to have these great guidance counselors, who have led us through our high school years and aided us in finding a college or career to pursue after high school that is truly right for each and every one of us. There is no way that we can thank our counselors enough for what they have done throughout our high school career, but we will certainly remember them as we go through college and pursue careers in our lives.
Patricia Armstrong
Linda Blocker
Donald Burke
Frederick Clark
Sharon Davies
Glen dePontbriand
Michael Hayhurst
John Jessop
Mark Jones
Dana Osgood
Caroline Setline
Brenda Shepard
Elaine Sullivan
Nicole Turcotte
science
Elena se lo da.
Yo te los explico.
Nosotros se los damos.
Ellos te los quisieron mandar.
Tú nos lo vas a explicar.
the arts

Music
Jillian Griffin
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Shirley Wood

business

Department Head
Louise Horne

Kathleen Gribb
Steve Fernandez
Angela Kendall
Deborah Robbins
athletics
The Varsity cheerleaders were dedicated and committed to having a winning squad this year. The girls won grand champs at the OCL competition and moved on to regionals where they placed third which qualified them for states. Great job!
Although our 2-7 record doesn't necessarily show the determination and hard work put in by the team this year, everyone had a vital contribution to making this season great.

- Captain Jeff Cooney
Hard work, dedication, and perseverance earned the team a tri-champ title for the OCL this season. All runners made steady improvements and the seniors' positive contributions to the team will be sadly missed.

Front Row: Kim Gabriele Capt., Sam MacMillan Capt., Katie Ayers Capt.
Second Row: Kasey Fries, Lydia Kern, Paige Dilley, Ashley Aimone, Olivia Coakley, Annalise Olsen, Allison Poh, Nicole Nelson, Eva Bunszell, Danielle Doucette, Alison Gordon
Third Row: Joanna Carroll, Aliya Rosenberg, Kerrin Gillis, Halle Burns, Renee Beneski, Megan McDonald, Lauren Monahan, Colleen McCuddy, Caitlyn Masterson, Sam Torpey, Julia Coakley, Kara Thomas, Coach Hickey
Not Pictured: Liz Baird, Jessica Gillis, Emily Kern, Alexis Murad, Mikala Murad, Carly Rettig
The 2010 field hockey team, led by captains Reilly and Burke and seniors Gray, MacDonald, Petty, and Derosier finished the season with an impressive 10-6-2 record and clinched a tournament berth.
Led by Nussbaum and Oien, the team ended as OCL Co-Champions with a 5 and 1 record. They finished in 8th place at the MIAA State Tournament. Nussbaum, Oien, Kenney, and Sibert were elected to the OCL All Star Team.
Seniors:
Sean McCall 3
Ryan Newton 15
Billy Zolga 16
Brett Stewart 17
Cody Wood 27
Mike Chicoine capt. 45
Andrew Kelley 47
Billy Buckley 51
Tyler Martin 52
Zach Poh 59
Mike Devin capt. 75
Marc McDonald 78
Sean O’Donnell 83

The 2010 Trojan Football team had an outstanding season as they repeated as OCL Champions and made a return trip to the Super Bowl at Gillette Stadium. The season was truly a great accomplishment lead by our Senior Class. -Coach Fernandez
Juniors: Garrett Brooks, Ryan Bushlow, Chris Cream, Brad Delulis, Eric DeMoura, Mike Gillis, Nick Goodhue, Mark Guarino, Will Hooper, Kevin Kelly, Matt Livingston, Brandon Morin, Brian Pope, Nick Schlatz, Seamus Sullivan, Eric Wabrek, Cain Vanderbrink, Steve Wentworth, Shaquille Wiggins

Sophomores: Mike Clifford, Jordan Cohen, Ben Cormier, Donny Desrosiers, Tony DiNapoli, Kevin Fisher, Anthony Gallo, Faries Gray, Kevin Johnston, Ed Hall, Jarek Horne, Cam Keane, Mack Keating, Brett Lewis, Joe Maclnnis, Pat McKinnon, Pat Melo, David Miller, Eric Molinari, Matt Morin, Pat Murphy, Dan Noviello, Brenden Page, Spencer Poh, Matt Petty, Pedro Ramos, Ryan Scripter, Dominic Shea, Justin Skov, Jack Urquhart, Miquel Vazquez, Matt Wabrek, Kevin Wadsworth, Austin Webster, Dan Whitaker, Matt Williams, Matt Wyman
Front Row: Jeff Sherman Capt., Sam Babchuck Capt., Joe Esposito Capt., Nick Burnett Capt.
Second Row: Mike Fitzsimmons, Alex Perry, Mike Norgaard, Alex Merithew, Derek Luthi, Zac Camara,
Third Row: Coach Pacheco, Mitch Brady, Jon Silva, Tyler Glavin, Kevin Curley, Peter Doherty, Tyler Smith, Nick Myers, Joe Downing, Mark Hamalian, Derek Henrique, Justin Montani, Tom Yung

The team enjoyed a great season. Despite a losing record, they played well and improved immensely. Highlights included beating Marshfield and Taunton. B-R wishes its seniors the best.
The girls' perseverance and camaraderie were prominent throughout the season. They never gave up, and their winning attitude was evident to the end.
Even though we had a tough season, we worked as a team and always kept our spirits up. The seniors; Baumgarten, Cogan, Fries, McLaughlin, McMasters, Medeiros, Sasenick, Sylvester, Turpin, and Williams, were well prepared, great assets to the team, and will be sadly missed. - Captain Stephanie Sylvester
Front Row:
Peter Doherty, Ryan Scripter, Ben Laing, Brandon Hoyle, Garrett Kelly Capt., Ryan Newton
Second Row:
Trevor Bumpus, Madison DaSilva, Zac Lyons, Seamus Sullivan, Brian Pentz, Nick Morrill, Billy Zolga Capt., Sean McCall Capt., Sean O'Donnell Capt., Kashaun Ellis, Coach Larry Fisher
Not Pictured:
Kyle Irving, Mike Bruemmel, Nick Myers

It was an interesting year. We ended up on the wrong side of a lot of close games, but overall it was a good season and everyone contributed. - Captain Garrett Kelly
This season had its ups and downs, but the girls never gave up and came with a positive attitude to every game. Great job girls!
Captain Isabella DeVincenzo
Front row: Breana Owens, Mary Korotsky, Kathryn Stoehr, Josh Cannon
Second Row: Maureen Murphy, Alexus Gay, Kelsey Baumgarten Capt., Maddie Small Capt., Chelsea Mason, Noelle St. Louis Capt., Amanda Jones, Coach Stephen Cudworth

Despite many setbacks, the moral of the team never waivered. We continued to make great memories and improve our skills. Thanks for a great season!
- Captain Kelsey Baumgarten
Coming off the best season in school history, the boys' ice hockey team looks to equal and surpass that high standard. Led by dedicated Seniors, the boys are scheduled to play one of the toughest schedules in the state.

ROSTER
Seniors Teddy Buckley (capt) Adam McGrath (capt) Chris Oien (asst capt) Anthony Hardy (asst capt) Matt Ives, Pat MacNamara, Matt Collins, Sean Connolly, Matt White and Russ Bezanson, Craig Pantano, John Rizzo, Nick Holmes, Nick Chappell, Brian McSherry, Mike Chipman, Truman Daniels, Sean Connelly, Jon Hart, Joe McLellan, Shawn Lynch, Ted Buckley, Connor Sullivan, Corbette McLucas, Ryan Swart, Dylan Joyce, Christian Cellini, Peter Drowne, Manager Kevin Mulligan
Seniors:
Brendon Cavallaro Capt.
Jeff Cooney
Joe Esposito Capt.
Ryan Hebard
Mike Norgaard
Tom Palimeri
Matt Perez
Zac Poh Capt.
Brett Stewart

Head Coach:
Ray Wilcox
Assistant Coach:
Albert Stonkus

Even though we did not win the OCL title, everyone on the team did great this season and put a lot of effort into their events. Thanks to everyone that helped make this season a memorable one.
- Brendon Cavallaro
This year we had a great winter track season. We had an undefeated record, winning the OCL championship, and making many great memories along the way. Thanks for a fun year! - Lauren Monahan
We had an amazing season this year: Boys 5-5 and Girls 6-3. Everyone had beautiful strokes and put in a great effort! Good luck next year! - Captain Michelle Young
This year the BR Wrestling program won its 3rd consecutive South Sectional State Title. Capt. Libby holds the record for all time wins with over 160 wins and over 100 pins. Capt. Travaglione and Peter had big seasons for their senior year.

Roster: Matt Libby
Capt., Tad Pederson
Capt., Adam Travaglione
Capt., Stephen Pace, Jake Rezende, Darvin Anderson, Mark Wabrek, Robert Hollstein, Jacob Horne, Jarek Horne, Aaron Conrad, Eric Wabrek, Mike Chicoine, Billy Vey and Marc McDonald
Coaching Staff: Head Coach Jeff Francis, Asst Coach Scott Blake, Lee Beane, Ken Carrigan, Tony Libby
Front row:
Anna Haluch, Karyssa Shaw, Shannen Heath, Sam Spatola Capt., Erica Bynarowicz Capt., Ali Rogers, Amanda Colby
Second row:
Tori Lewis, Taylor Murphy, Christina Page, Jessica Dion, Karin Doherty, Kristina Manter, Hannah Amirault, Joelle Correia, Kaitlyn Graham, Bailey Pace
Not pictured: Coach Lisa Paze

This squad has stayed together from the fall through the winter season becoming OCL champs, competing at regionals and states, and earning a spot at nationals competition where they competed at Myrtle Beach, SC. The girls have become a family and truly love each other! DTC GN! - Capt. Erica Bynarowicz
spring
Front Row: Brandon Hoyle, Chris Smith, Chris Smith, Conor Pederson, Kyle Campbell Capt., Pat Chalmers, Ryan MacSwain, Joe Amrhein, Dave Miller
Back Row: Shawn Lynch, Garrett Kelly, Matt Ives, Billy Zolga Capt., Cody Nussbaum, Matt Collins, Shane Holmes, Sean McCall Capt., Mike Brumell, Ryan Blake

This team has members who have been playing together for so long; we're like brothers. We expect a solid outcome for the season, similar to the success of previous seasons. -Billy Zolga, Capt.
The BR softball team is looking good this year. The captains will be leading the team this year with strong and talented players throughout the field. With a good attitude, the varsity team is looking forward to a great season. - Devinn Doherty, Capt.
The boys varsity lacrosse team is beginning its third season as a varsity program. The team began this year with many starters from last year's successful season. Led by the captains, the team hopes to make a run in the state tournament. - Teddy Buckley, Capt.
This season is looking great, and the team has hopes of making it to states this year. The seniors have had a tremendous impact on the program and have worked hard together for many great seasons. They will be missed.  

-Jessica Ferrigno, Capt.
Roster
Nick Burnett
Anthony Do
Zachery Hall
Alex Merithew
Ryan Johnson
Mike Meagher
Joseph Mele
Shane O'Connor
John Morsehead
Patrick O'Connor
Owen O'Connor
Felix Ruh
Andrew Do

This season we have three strong captains and a dedicated team giving us our best chance of winning the OCL. - Zachery Hall
Roster:
Sarah Almeida
Elizabeth Baird - Captain
Annie Balaschi
Catsy Corsini
Marleigh Costa
Brittany Hagman
Randi Hatch
Emily Thomas
Rachel Thomas
Claudia Gonzalez
Nida Rit
Amy Trottier
Colleen Unda
Kalyn Valencia
Brigitte Weygand

We had a great season with some amazing girls. Lots of memories were made on the courts and many more at our pasta parties!
-Captain Liz Baird
Seniors:
Andrew Kelley,
Michael Norgaard,
Brendan Cavallaro,
Tom Palmieri,
Zachary Poh,
Matt Perez,
Brett Stewart,
Ryan Hebard

With the will to win the OCL championship is within our grasp. Led by Mr. Wilcox, our team has grown stronger and closer and met great success. - Michael Norgaard
We are looking forward to an exciting spring track season this year. We have some challenging meets, but hope to remain undefeated, as in the past three spring seasons. - Kim Gabriele

Seniors:
Lauren Monahan,
Melissa MacDonald,
Kelsey Baumgarten,
Kimberly Gabriele,
Elizabeth Bodensieck,
Joanna Carroll
organizations
Through the years, the Art Club has made it its mission to promote art throughout the school and the community. The members of the Art Club explore a variety of techniques such as drawing and painting, while also incorporating various mediums such as glass and clay into their work.

Art Club

Bridgewater-Raynham's band consists of a group of extremely talented musicians. During the year, the band performs in various events such as the annual Holiday concert. This year, the band could be seen, but more importantly heard, at all of the B-R football games.

Band
Every Tuesday around lunch time, the school is aching with hunger pains for Café 129's delicious lunch entrées. Each Tuesday, we get the privilege to be served by these students who are practicing skills such as serving, cooking, and making change. It is always the best service, and always the hottest spot to each lunch at B-R.

Cafe 129

The chorus is a group of talented young singers who have two annual concerts; one in the winter and one in the spring. This year, they have even made appearances at the local Bridgewater and Raynham town meetings to show how important the music department really is to the town.

Chorus
The Civics Team worked to teach the students of B-R the importance of "civic duty," which included the right to vote. The Mock Trial Team gathered evidence for both the defense and prosecution in a case about a scavenger hunt gone wrong. The World Affairs Club made plans to collect items for our troops.

Civics, Mock Trial, & World Affairs

The Foreign Language Club took a closer look at a variety of cultures from countries around the world. Throughout the year, we celebrated many holidays, including El Dia de Los Muertos (Day of the Dead) and the Chinese New Year. In addition, during each meeting a current cultural event through "Culture Corner."

Foreign Language
The Gay-Straight Alliance worked to promote awareness for LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender) issues and helped to create a safer school environment for all students. The GSA sponsored many events throughout the year, including the Day of Silence and the Purple Day, both exemplifying support for LGBT.

Gay-Straight Alliance

The Library Docents are a group of friendly, enthusiastic, and committed students who enjoy working with groups of students and faculty. They are trained to assist with all aspects of the library, which include checking books in and out, locating and shelving books, and assisting with computers and photocopies.

Library Docents
For the first time in years, Bridgewater-Raynham had its very own marching band. Through hard work and determination, the marching band was able to showcase a variety of music throughout the season. The band skillfully performed a rendition of Lady Gaga’s "Poker Face" at the Superbowl at Gillette.

Marching Band

The dedicated members of the Mathematics Team work consistently to solve problems from every area of the immense subject, including geometry, algebra, and calculus. Their dedication is shown in their preparation and eagerness to compete in meets across the region.

Math Team
Consisting of seniors inducted during either junior or senior year, the National Honor Society combines high academic expectations with community service, creating well-rounded individuals with a focus on serving their communities. The students were chosen based on scholarship, service, leadership, and character.

National Honor Society

The Peer Leaders is a community service based group that emphasizes volunteering. The Peer Leaders sponsored many activities, including a Halloween party, bake sale, coat collection, Scholarship Banquet, Santa Breakfast, cancer walk, and senior citizen assistance.

Peer Leaders
This is the third year for this amazing new program at B-R. Students have volunteered and undergone training to become mentors to both high school and younger year students. The mentors also developed the BRIDGE program for 8th graders to improve the transition into high school.

Peer Mentoring

The Raynwater Players put in many hours of hard work to prepare a performance of a Broadway Musical each year. From dancing to costumes, the Raynwater Players work both on stage and off to put together the best show possible. This year, they performed Throughly Modern Millie, an instant classic.

Raynwater Players
The School Climate Group works consistently to highlight and showcase students' achievements and to promote positive interactions within the school community. Through various activities, the group members help foster an appreciation of individual differences and cultivate feelings of pride and respect in the school.

School Climate

The School Committee Advisory Board is an elected group of students from each grade who interview club advisers and present what they find to the B-R Regional School Committee. Committee members are enthusiastic to hear their reports and to receive monthly updates of the events within our school.

School Committee Advisory
The Bridgewater-Raynham Science Olympiad Team belongs to the Southeastern Massachusetts Division which is part of a nation-wide organization. The team works rigorously to learn scientific knowledge that will help them to compete against other schools.

Science Olympiad

Though not an actual club, we would just like to use this space to give a special thanks to those who are going to serve our country. Through various branches of service, these seniors are recognized as distinguished members of Bridgewater-Rayham’s Class of 2011.

Seniors Entering the Military
Inspired by the TV show "Glee", BR has started a Show Choir group. Show Choir meets regularly to learn songs and choreography for BR's semi-annual concerts. B-R and the community enjoys their performances and appreciates the energy they bring to the stage!

Show Choir

The Ski Club plans trips to a variety of skiing trips throughout New England in the Winter. Such locations include Bretton Woods, Sunapee, Mount Snow, Loon Mountain, and Sunday River. The Ski Club has become a great way to make friends and enjoy a day out on the slopes.

Ski Club
The Student Council consists of students from all grades who are voted in by their peers. The group hosts a variety of fundraisers, community service events, and school activities. These include the annual food drive for Thanksgiving, teacher appreciation week, and spirit week.

**Student Council**

TJ^2 is Bridgewater-Raynham's very own robotics team. The team works diligently each year to build a robot, create animation, design tie dye t-shirts, write newsletters, and manage a website. In the end, they also get to travel to various locations around the country to show the other teams what they are made of.

**TJ2**
The staff of Unitas works tirelessly each year to present B-R with the best possible yearbook. From sorting pictures to designing layouts, the members of Unitas are always busy with something. In the end, the final product is worth all the time and effort spent throughout the year.

Yearbook Unitas

The YESS Club promotes awareness of social and environmental issues. By making videos, organizing events, and bringing topical speakers, the club encourages healthy behaviors and environmentally sound practices. Club sponsored events include a recycled fashion show and Green Awareness Day.

YESS Club
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>younger years</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high school years</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>junior prom</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>senior fun day</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semi</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spirit week</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pep rally</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>superbowl</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rachel's challenge</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blood drive</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talent show</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mr. b-r</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
younger years
high school years
Everyone arrived to the Prom looking like royalty. Whether we were dancing, eating, or getting our pictures taken we were having the times of our lives. Even though the lights went out, we improvised by having our classmates drag each other across the dance floor. At the end of the night, Ali Rogers and Billy Zolga were crowned Prom King and Queen. It truly was a night to remember.
junior prom
The first ever senior fun day was filled with dunk tanks, pie eating contests, and musical chairs. The senior class took turns dunking Mr. Peabody and Mr. Ferris. Ryan Blake claimed a victory during the pie eating contest, having competed against Mickey Echiveria. During musical chairs, many students competed. Winners included Mike Devin and Ben Donovan.
The annual semi-formal started off like any other semi-formal BR has held in the past. The only difference being the ticket sales had an unlimited amount of guests, totaling at about 800 people. We fast danced, we slow danced, we guzzled water in the cafeteria. At the end of the night Kim Gabriele and Madison DaSilva were crowned Mr. and Ms. Regional.
spirit week
The week leading up to pep rally was filled with school spirit as people dressed up for Twin Day, Ancient Greek Day, Harry Potter Day, When I Grow Up Day, Jersey Shore Day, and Class Color Day. The participation was impressive as people got creative with their costumes!
The entire school crowded into the gymnasium to the sound of the band. After the annual dance between the football players and cheerleaders, the classes completed in a series of games played that showcased school spirit. Pep rally came to a close to the revelation of senior class superlatives and left everyone with memories that they would remember.
pep rally
The 2010 B-R football team had an amazing season. The team made it all the way to the Superbowl at Gillette Stadium for the second year in a row. Despite the frigid weather conditions, the team managed to play a great game and the fans remained steadfast in their support. Although the team suffered a loss, the experience was one to be remembered. Go B-R Trojans!
For the first time ever, Rachel’s Challenge, a program meant to inspire and empower students, came to B-R. We could feel the power of Rachel Scott’s message of kindness and compassion, which has ignited a “chain reaction” at B-R. Thank you Ali Rogers!
On December 16, 2010, the National Honor Society sponsored the first ever winter blood drive at B-R. The school community came together to help out with a truly amazing cause. Through a joint effort, the students and faculty were able to run a successful blood drive with nearly one hundred donors. A single pint of blood can save up to three lives. Thanks to the donors, we saved nearly three hundred lives! We donated 63 units of blood, 59 of those donors were first-time donors! Great job B-R!
The Bridgewater-Raynham Student Council organized the first ever talent show, hosted by Billy Buckley and Stephanie Sylvester. The acts ranged from students singing Taylor Swift to a dance routine with the "blue da ba dee" song. Rachel Bergeron, Jess Ferrigno, Reilly Lindsey, and Derek Luthi took home the trophy with their hilarious skit called "What's Cooking Good Looking?" The talent show would not have been possible without the help of Stuco President Liz Baird and Stuco Advisors Ms. Desisto and Ms. Eddy. A special thanks to Mr. Hoy for lighting and stage direction. Thank you to everyone who came and supported their peers!
march 18, 2010

This year's Mr. B-R competition consisted of seventeen guys demonstrating their swimsuits, talents, dance moves, and formal wear for the judges to vote upon. The guys were escorted by a record forty-one girls, who, in addition to bringing the guys on stage, danced to "Waka Waka." In the end, Mike Devin took the title of Mr. B-R. Matt Collins was Runner-up, Sean McCall had Best Swimsuit, and Garrett Kelly won Best Talent.
seniors
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baby pictures</th>
<th>88</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Favorites</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superlatives</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior portraits</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
baby pictures

Charles Acampora
Cassandra Ager
Brittany Ahearn
Nicole Alfonso

Brendon Alves
Jillian Antonelli
Emily Atkinson
Kevin Audette

Catherine Ayers
Lauren Azevedo
Michayla Baker
Laura Baldwin

James Barca
Jackson Barron
Kelsey Baumgarten
Shareese Bembury-Coakley

Michael Chicoine
Michael Devin
Michael Hagen

Michael LaRosa
Michael Moreshead

Ashley Brady
Ashley Miller

most popular names 1992
most popular names

1993

Paulina Bender
Jenna Beneski
Brittany Bergen
Rachel Bergeron

Ryan Blake
Elisabeth Bodensieck
Kara Brady
Amanda Brasill

Samantha Brown
Molly Buckley
William Buckley
Christina Burke

Peter Callinan
Zachary Camara
Kyle Campbell
Rachel Cardaci

Brooke Cardoso
Joanna Carroll
Paige Castiglione
Brendon Cavallaro
1 Will Always Love You - Whitney Houston
2 Whoomp! There it is - Tag Team
3 Can't Help Falling in Love - UB40
4 That's the Way Love Goes - Janet Jackson
5 Freak Me - Silk
top movies '93

Jurassic Park
Mrs. Doubtfire
The Fugitive
The Firm
Sleepless in Seattle
1992 sports champions

Superbowl XXVI
The Washington Redskins defeated the Buffalo Bills with a score of 37-24. The Redskins became the first team to win three Superbowls with three different quarterbacks.

World Series
The Toronto Blue Jays win the World Series, defeating the Atlanta Braves after winning 4-2. They are the only team outside of the U.S. to have participated in and won the World Series.

Stanley Cup
The Pittsburgh Penguins shutout the Chicago Blackhawks in the 1992 NHL series, winning the first four games. This was their second consecutive Stanley Cup win.

NBA Finals
The Chicago Bulls were the winners of the seven game finals, taking the victory over the Portland Trail Blazers with 4 wins and 2 losses in the finals.
**1993 sports champions**

**Superbowl XXVII**

The Dallas Cowboys won the Superbowl against the Buffalo Bills with a score of 52-17. The Bills became the first team to lose 3 consecutive Superbowls.

**World Series**

The Toronto Blue Jays beat the Philadelphia Phillies 4-2 in the series. This was the second win for the Blue Jays and the only World Series to conclude outside the U.S. to date.

**NBA Finals**

The Chicago Bulls took on the Phoenix Suns and won 4 games to 2. This was the Bulls second consecutive championship victory, and they would go on to win the next year.

**Stanley Cup**

The Montreal Canadiens beat the Los Angeles Kings 4-1 in the series. This was the 24th Stanley Cup win for Montreal and their 34th appearance in the finals.
February 8: The opening ceremony for the Winter Olympics is held in Albertville, France.

April 12: Euro Disney, later named Disneyland Paris, is officially opened by the Euro Disney Resort.

May 10: Sweden wins the Ice Hockey World Championships in Prague, Czech Republic.

July 25-August 9: The Summer Olympics are held in the city of Barcelona, Spain.

August 24-28: Hurricane Andrew (category 5) hits Florida, leaving 250,000 homeless and killing 14.

November 20: A fire breaks out in the Windsor Castle in England, causing over £50 million worth in damage.

December 12: An earthquake hits Flores, Indonesia, leaving 2,500 people dead.

January 5: $7.4 million is stolen from the Brinks Armored Car Depot in Rochester, New York.

February 17: A ferry sinks in Haiti, killing approximately 1,215 of the 1,500 passengers.

March 24: South Africa abandons its nuclear weapons program.

April 28: An executive order requires the US Air Force to allow women to pilot war planes.

May 24: Eritrea gains independence from Ethiopia.

August 21: NASA loses radio contact with the Mars Observer 3 days before it is scheduled to orbit around Mars.

September 30: An earthquake centered in Killari, Maharashtra, India kills over 10,000 people.

December 20: The first corrected images of space from the Hubble Telescope are taken.
...that in 1992, gas was only $1.05 per gallon, and in 1993, it was only $1.07 per gallon? 
...that on April 20, 1993, Uranus passed Neptune, which only happens every 171 years? 

...that 1992 was the year of the Monkey and that 1993 was the year of the Rooster? 
...that in 1992, the average price of a new home was $144,000, and the cost of a first-class stamp was $0.29?
class favorites

favorite school lunch
chicken nuggets

prom

mr. d

harry potter

shots
favorite stairwell
main

favorite store
forever 21

favorite actor
leonardo dicaprio

football
taylor swift

favorite weekend destination
cape cod

favorite actress
megan fox
class favorites

patriots

coke

cookies

jersey shore

94.5

DYNASTY

patriots
best dressed
eric dufour and erica bynarowicz

good samaritans
garrett kelly and lydia kern

class clowns
mark macdonald and dani levy

class artists
steven tardiff and liz baird
most fun to be around
billy buckley and shannon burke

best eyes
matt collins and jackie lynch

school spirit
derek luthi and ali rogers

most changed
andrew kelly and jen petty

most athletic
billy zolga and reilly lindsay
best friends
sharee cotone
and carissa dunbar
sam babchuck
and joey esposito

class actors
brian boates
and jessica gillis

class flirts
kaitlynn flanagan
and sean o'donnell

friendliest
jeff cooney and steph sylvester
loudest
brian harris and dominique ilacqua

most likely to succeed
chris butler and rebecca larson

best smile
matt ives and annie thakur

class musicians
nolan driscoll and michelle young

most likely to be tardy
joe pizziferri and veronica flaherty-spencer
I'm thankful for—good times and experiences at BR.

For my parents and siblings, guidance, love, support, and understanding for believing in me and always being there, and for the friends and BR staff that enhanced my life. Best of luck and health to all of you.

Brittany Ahearn
Britt
Civics 4, Yearbook 4

"It’s not the number of breaths you take, but the moments that take your breathe away*


Brendon Alves
B2

"Life’s like a box of chocolates, you never know what your gunna get."
Ms. Kendall’s class, Ms. Davis’s class. Señor Thibbs Spanish Class. Junior Year Gym Class. Pep Rallies! TP, MP, AG, AB, EB, KB, RB, ST.

Jillian Antonelli

Emily Atkinson
Em

"Do not follow where the path may lead, go, instead, where there is no path and leave a trail*"

Every year had so many amazing memories with some good friends. CB, JM, SK, HD, MC, and MN, thank you for never leaving my side. And a special thanks to my family here and back home who always supported my hopes and dreams. Peace out BR, it’s been real.
Kevin Audette
Audette
Lacrosse 2-4
"You have good things to enjoy and bad things to make you strong, and if it makes you stronger it is good."
GT at lax and hockey games. Thanks Mom and Dad for everything.

Lauren Azevedo
Laur
Softball 4
"When life gets tough don’t quit, face your fears & the obstacles in front of you, it will be worth it in the end."
Thank you Mom, Dad, Matt & my. Football games, summer softball. Softball girls. S.S., A.B., M.N., thank you for everything! Semis, car rides w/my girls. All my new friends!

Elisabeth Baird
Liz, Lizzy
Soccer 1-3, Cross Cntr 3-4, Track 1 & 3, Tennis 1-4, TJ2 3, StuCo 3-4, NHS 4
"Love all, serve all, and create no sorrow."
Brianna’s, Relay For Life, family dinner, MV, xc 7, summer campfires, The Fray, Rockport, Fire & Ice, Censored Sims, Easton boys, ceramics ladies, WMR, soulfest. Lyd’s kitchen, tomato lady, the Cape, expensive Chinese food, garage parties, the better bean

Laura Baldwin
Koala
"I get by with a little help from my friends.~ The Beatles
There are so many memories I have of this school, everyone here has been like a family to me. Thank you to all my teachers and mentors I’ve had over the years. I will miss all of my friends who I’ve met over these past 4 years.

James Barca
Jbark
Lacrosse 1-4, Track 1-3, Ski Club 1-4, Football 1 & 2
"Don’t let what you can’t do stop you from doing what you can do."
GT on ski club with friends and Lax with some bros. Thanks mom and dad for supporting me in whatever I do.

Catherine Ayers
Katie
XC 1-4, Winter/Spring Trck 1-4, STUCO 3-4, For Lang 4, Peer Ldrs, NHS 4
"Life is an adventure, never stop exploring!"
GT with friends. LY XC girls! Remember OB. Myrtle Beach MB and Maine trips SS. 11 years MM. Are you pumped? Tay Swift adventures in Penn. Running & riding. 3 Musketeers! Relay for Life, HO with JP, Summer list SM, Life at BR!

Samuel Babchuck
Soccer 1-4
"It’s been fun"
The “Journey” to Sherman’s Cottage. Concrete Canoe. OD’s house with the guys/ NBA Finals. Prom night at T-marts....Sorry Reilly. Alan Duff/ Niall Fraser/ Ellie Bailes

Michayla Baker

Joicelene Barbosa

No Photo

Jackson Barron
Jack, JackJack
Golf 1-4, Stuco 2-4, NHS 4, Student Adv Brd 4, Ski Club 1-4
"How Alth Yall?"
George, Football Games, Gillete, Cheryl’s class. Backyard Football, Fantasy Football, Coole household. Ballin, Disc, Ski Club, Hockey Games, BIDDY BOBCATS, Tailgating... The Y. Thanks Mom and Dad.
Kelsey Baumgarten
"You can only see as far as your headlights, but you can make the whole trip that way." Mom and Dad, thanks for everything. AB & JP, always <3. Marching band. Better Bean. Paid friends. Turnoff ten. Build me up buttercup. He said/she said. Te recuerdo Amanda. Gymnastics team <3. Hey, your fly’s down.

Amanda Bell
AB
Swimming 3-4, Softball 2, Renegades (soccer), Musical 3
"Dream, Explore, Discover." Great friends, great teachers, amazing memories! Thanks to the family, faculty, and friends (especially Rach Cardachiiee) who has helped influence me to be the person I am today.

Shareese Bembury-Coakley
She-She, Cheryie, S-B-C
Raywtr Plys 1-4, Band 3-4, Chorus 3-4
"Tastes Like Candy Canes at Christmas."

Brittany Bergen
Bergie
Softball 1, Track 2
"It’s better to be hated for what you are than to be loved for what you’re not." —Marilyn Monroe
A.O. S.M. K.R. T.G. A.M. N.S. M.D. thx for evthing. Adventures, NO BIG, hot pepper, yr yr pking spot, -, psych w/ the gals, yr year study, falsetto, MB, the dances A.O. does, sumr ’10, hist w/ T.G. soph year, laura who?! Family, ILY thx so much.

Collin Betit
Betit
Hockey 1-3, Lacrosse 1-4, Ski Club 1
"Some men die under the mountain just looking for gold, some die looking for a hand to hold." To my family, thank you for everything. To my friends: NM, BC, JP, ZC, ND, BA, CC, SB, JB, ML, JK, ST, EU, EB, ZC, BCav, KA, and of course EA. Peace out BR, it’s been a blast.

Elizabeth Belanger
Liz
"hiye"
Jess & Jeff, best friends always. Jeff head nod :). yep Lb. St Laurent, the love of my life - always & forever. Thank you Mommy and Daddy. Bye Bye

Sarah Bellmore
Blu
Art Club 1 and 4, TJJ 1-2
"I’d rather live in rags than throw my dreams aside." My first car, anime conventions, Australia, birth of my kitten, getting 1st place in an online writing contest, and all the fun I’ve had with my friends.

Jenna Beneski
J-dog
Martial Arts 1-4, NHS 3-4, Swim 3-4, Docent 1-3, Piano 1-4, RW Plyrs 2, Lacrosse 1 "Action and reaction, eb and flow, trial & error, change this is the rhythm of living. Out of our passion, fear out of our fear, clearer vision, fresh hope & out of hope, progress. Thanks to all who have supported me through the controlled chaos of my world. Love for my scars & bruises. Pride for my family, Renee my partner in crime, and my parents who make me stronger. GT in Mr. D’s English class.

Rachel Bergeron
Rachie B, Rach, Rae

Russel Bezanson
Edward Blais
Eddy Blaze
Snowboarding
"What we do in life echoes an eternity."
Matthew, Double D, J Sullz

Brian Boates II
Boatsy, Boatese, B boat
Musical 1-4, Mentoring 3-4, Climate
Group 4, Drama Club 4
Having the time of my life with the love of my life, love you Christine. Spending more time at musical practice then at home, strange smells around the musical piano, sketchy parties/fires in my backyard.

Matthew Bonner
Matt
Band 4
"Not all those who wander are lost"
-J.R.R. Tolkien

Kara Brady
Dance 1-4
"Wherever you go, go with all your heart."
Great times with all my friends & family, thank you for everything! Junior Prom, Mr. Power's class junior year, Algebra with Amanda, Chemistry junior year, Senior year lunch, everything about dance, semi, planning road trips, sketchy Maine, twilight, harry potter, scavenger hunt, movie nights, skype, East Bridgewater, concerts and more!

Samantha Brown
Laziness... Boo yeah!
"Once there was an ugly barnacle. He was so ugly that everyone died. The end."
"So does that mean humans taste like pigs?"

Ryan Blake
Blakey
Soccer 1-3 Baseball 1-4
"Baseball is the only field of endeavor where a man can succeed three times out of ten and be considered a good performer."
-Ted Williams
Thank you Mom, Dad, Uncle Scott, & for everything! PROTEIN, Ms. Jerome's Chem Class 10/11/09 Toy Story, Ashley Brady / ER Team Viera, Marmaduke, Warped Tour, AK1/19
You made H. School a wonderful time.

Elisabeth Bodensieck
LizBo
Winter track 1-4 spring track 1-4 soccer
1-2 peer leaders 2-4
"sometimes you just gotta!!"
corefour and PFP always! AG KM JB thank you! TBD all day:) Countless dance parties. Wait do you if... Little sister Kelly you're graduating a little early. NS<3 never forget

Ashley Brady
Dance
"Every song has an ending, but is that any reason not to enjoy the music?"
Thank you Mom, Dad, Kara & George for everything! I love you guys! So many good times in these last four years with everyone! Jr Prom with Sean, sending Ryan to the E.R., Sorry, Web Design Jr year, Virginia & Maine, movie nights, postin' up in E.B parking lots daily... and so many more!! CG, SO, CC, LD, AV, MM, JK, SS, DJ, SB, DK, RB, CL, AW, JP, AB, NC, AT, DW, NS, KL, TM!

Amanda Brasill
Manda
"Teenagers Who Try To Act Like Adults Tend To Look Immature."
BC - Sisterhood of the Matching Pants.... We're going to Candy Mountain. KC - JB/RO 2010, EB - Defects & Powers, AB - Web Design, BZ - That's HAWT! KB - Failing Algebra 2. CA - Logan. McLovin - "Yeaaaaaaah!" BA - Stalking Kendall & thanks for showing me Marylou's. AL - Special Fun Time Lunch. NS - Beach trips & Bio Class (Shout out to Ms. Kelly)! Thanks for the memories.

Jessica Bryant
Seven
Laziness... Boo yeah!
"Once there was an ugly barnacle. He was so ugly that everyone died. The end."
"So does that mean humans taste like pigs?"
Edward Buckley
Teddy
Hockey 1-4, Lacrosse 2-4, Track 1
Chillen with the hockey boys, Pasta Parties, Beating Coyle sophomore year, Poker, Winning the OCL 1-47, Dollar Pizza, the camper, COD, Chel, Snippin in lacrosse, the Zolga household, the WolfPack, hangin with the dudes, Thank You Mom and Dad, Bobby, Jill, Frankie, and Kerri. GL class of 11'

Molly Buckley
Basketball 1-3, Musical 3-4, Foreign Language 1,2,4, NHS 3-4
"Keep your eyes on the stars and your feet on the ground."

William Buckley
Buck
Football 1-4, Stuco 3-4
"Live Once"
Ball at Devs, Zolgas, Pizza Box, Meat Pies, Weir Fruit, Tetris, Dats, Duels with kyle, Gillette, Beating Xaverian, letting it bleed, Powercleans, Biddy, Super Smash, Table Tennis, Teche N9me, Dats, Analyzed. I’d like to thank all my family and friends. I wish you all best of luck. Now go make it happen!

Christina Burke
Student council
"Life is what you make of it. Always has been, always will be."
Weekends at the cape with Rachel Bergeron, Getting my license, Summer concerts in Boston, Ski trips to Vermont, Camping in Plymouth, Cape DP with Adam Piff, Gillette 2010, Friday night football games, Prom 2010...
Thanks dad and mom, to all my friends thank you so much and I love you. Class of 2011!

Shannon Burke
Shanny, Shannyun, Shan
Field Hockey & Track
"Together We Live, Together We Die, Always&Forever."
"& Forever & Always.

Christopher Butler
Chris, CJ
Ski Club 1-4, Yearbook 4, NHS 4, Mensa 1-4, Piano
"You only live once, but if you do it right, once is enough."
@#%^&*@&* ASB Pet Spider, Eating Yogurt, D’s class "Tri-Force." SK & Running Up Stairs. Nonexistent Command JG<3. Alijandro in the parking lot. Prom w/o power. Skiing and Dennis. Had some of the best times I’ll never remember with you. "Life’s not the breaths you take, but the moments that take your breath away. " Battleaxe & Trident w/ Ringuette. xoxoxB<3!!
Thanks friends & family for everything.

Erin Bumpus
E Crunchhhhhberries
"I’m not a liar, I have these toenails, & I look like a sister" 
Triple B’s :-*, Rainbow’s End, Vegas, 5 Below, Uptown, "accident, accident", Growling Pigs in the Woods, Paul Dever, Balloon Inventions; LG, DM, AM, TG, NS, KZ, BB

Ian Burke
Iannasaurus Rex
Track 2, Student Gov. Day, CYO basketball "skadoosh"
Jessops weather, accident w/ brooke, Angry sub, Cooleys study gr 10, BP, Being called "sunshine" at softball tryouts, Near death hyenatab exp, Barely using my locker, Mr. cox, Power at prom, Party bus, Losing a point for ev month late in Tech

Nicholas Burnett
Burnsy
Soccer, track, bowling "The harder the battle the sweet of jah victory"
Family and Friends, Massacoi Trip, Ratatatatatatat Pattis’s Basement, Grillin’ madddd burgers, knockin’ on the door, Frisbee, and Hacksack.

Erica Bynarowicz
Big B
Varsity Cheerleading 1-4, Gymnastics Team 2-3, Stuco 1-4, NHS 4
"Life moves pretty fast. If you don’t stop to look around once in a while, you could miss it."
Live for the moments: ACE<3, S7<3, DTC, Derica, SHD crowl! E-3B, wance, PTEROTACTYL! ra ra ma ma, chem parties, swishy jackets, iloveTURNPAGE, pep rallies, freshmen semi!), da jeep, wait what? canopy take, life guards, scavenger hunt, sunny + sash, semi OH TEN! Mom, Dad & Bobby - I love you!
Zachary Callaghan
Zach Attack
Valentine’s Day Pizza with Rachel C., Typing class with Kendall, AP Chem with Levesque, Pizza bowl, Senior Fun Day, Jr. Prom. Thank you Mom and Dad.

Zachary Camara
Camo
Lacrosse
“I am the watch you always wear, but you forget to wind”

Rachel Cardaci
Ray Ray
Workin’ at the Dew Dip ;)
“If you do not stand for something, you will fall for anything.”
Paul Clause’s A block Anatomy, >:), 7pal. NH, nature walks & pasta, saca+cinque, JAVA with Kendall<3, WHITE DRAGON! Special Thanks to all my friends for making BR entertaining (GW, AM, JC, JC, CR, ZC, NS, KZ, AN, NW, DH, KC & more) AmandaBell, Mom&Dad Thank you for never giving up on me!

Joanna Carroll
jojo S. giraffe
W/S Track 1-4, Volleyball 1-2, CC 3-4, Stuco 4, Peer Leaders 3-4
“Always forgive but never forget, make mistakes but never regret. People change things will go wrong, but always remember life will go on.”
Corefour always <3, ... OOOH, It shopping with n & a, wait do you know?, thanks for always turning off my phone mt, little sister kelly, ar kg lb ar jo re PM di ns is bm kh cr ss; never forget.

Brendon Cavallaro
Baseball 1, Varsity W/S Track 2-4,Roas 3-4
“It always seems impossible until it’s done” - Nelson Mandela
GTs at the Winter & Spring track meets, ZP rolling the shot into the Scary Newton North kid. Shot Put at States 2010. Semi 2008 JC. Concrete Canoes w/Cheif. Raising the roof w/Mrs. Davis every Friday. Dave’s dress on Toga Day. Can flicks in lunch. FB games. No Pwr at Prom. Fam Reunions.

Peter Callinan

Kyle Campbell
Scramble
Baseball 1-4, Basketball, 1-3, Football 1 Chillin with the dudes, Winning the OCL, Basements, Zoegas, Backyard B-ball at dev cows, Dollar Pizza, The camper, Scam, Leary Train, Dat’s Apartment, COD, Billy Buckley, Profile Rock, Meats, Super Fannin it, BR-Xaverian state playoff game, Snow bowl, Whitman-Hanson, DMB OAR Jay-2 concerts, Fantasy Football 3 peat. Thank you family and good luck to all 2011.

Brooke Cardoso
Brookie Cookie
“Forgive your enemies, but never forget their names.”
Thanksgiving at Annie’s, Dew Crew, Summer at Annie’s, C.A.K.E.- BFF..I love you, McLovin-“Yaaaaaaaan”, A.B.- Sisterhood of the Matching PANTS, Mr. Powers’ class, Ms. Kelly’s classes, random adventures, hide and seek with cars throughout Raynham, lots of good times that I just can’t explain on paper, to my Raynham friends-I will miss you guys!, thanks and love to my family.

Paige Castiglione
“When said happiness comes with sunshine, has never danced in the rain.”
EG.KM.RW.RB love you always! Prom=Semi 10811, junior jewels”, CRIPES, cape2010, Brittany”ty<3. Mom&Dad ly

Zachary Celia
Zack
Snowboarding, Guitar, Lacrosse 1-2, Track 1-3, Ski Club 1-4
Fun times with friends. Thanks Mom and Dad.
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Football

Michael Chicoine

Chic

Football 1-4, Wrestling 1-4, Lacrosse 1-2, Track 3-4, NHS 3-

"Gather up your strength to defeat your fears and rise up to any

challenge."


David Chokshi

Dark Chok

W/S Track 2, Math Team 2-4, CIA 4, Biddy 3-4, Town Baseball 1, CYO 1-4

"There is a hero inside of everyone" When Camo threw up in school junior yr. When I fell out the circle in winter track. When I wore a toga to school with the polka dots. When Mr. Ringuette rapped in our class. Workin at Coletis with Josh, Anthony, Tyler, Jay, Danielle, Sam, Coleman, Molly, and more. When I met Mad Marc in THIBBS class.

Benjamin Clark

Optimus Prime

Track 1-2, TJ*2 1-4, NHS 4, Soccer 2

"It's an anywhere road for anybody anyhow" Jack Kerouac

Borderland, Water St, Carvers Pond, Midnight Golf Course & Titicut. Thx to AC, DL, the disc team, and evone else who has made these 4 yrs. OT's in Vermont guys, TJ is always a blast. Bike cops, hotel damage, and victory. Shout out to all my Dunks co-workers. Time to make the donuts.

Julia Coakley

Jules

Vars Lax 1-4 W Track 1-2 xc4 Soccer1-3 Swim 3-4 Peer mentor Peer Leader

"Be strong, go with heart, and believe in miracles because anything...anything can happen." Mario Javidando


Kimberlee Cogan

Kimberlee Cogan

Liv

Lax1-4, Trk 1-4, Socr 1-3, CCtry4

"Where ever you go, go with all your heart"


Amanda Colby

Manda

Cheerleading 1-4, Track

"Don't sweat the small stuff."

My cheer babes, love you BRVC DTC. Sammy Spatz, "Don't forget" love you forever. ASB chats, GTs at 32 Cherry Tree lane, outatownies-3 Family always<3 mom&dad. Goodluck Carly ly.

Matthew Collins

Collier, MC Hammer, BMT

Hockey 1-4, Baseball 1-4, Golf 1, Soccer 2, Stuco 3-4, NHS 4

"I want to be a sheepard. I want to move up to Nashville and get a nice little spread get some sheep and tend to them." - Will Hunting

Dollar Pizza, King Zolgers house, Tater fives with Diller in 1982, Akash's meats, wanna donut, cruisin
Sarah Connelly
Sah, Sar
Soccer 1-4, Lacrosse 1-2,4 Stuco 2-4
*And in that moment, I wear we were infinite*
NC Rachel Jackie Annie, Greg&Lyly, ty, girls love you all, IIMCD, The 98, NA RW RL JL thanks ladies, RIP PIP, KeShah rhanna, loose, fam dinner, CW muchluv, Jett! Strobe lights, soccer-gts, join mostly, rippin’, monkey munch, cake shower, nemo, Peace out BR

Amy Coole
Aim, Ames
NHS 4, Math Team 1-4, Capachione’s Dance, Chics in Action
“We can pull on through whatever tears at us, whatever holds us down. But if nothing can be done, we’ll make the best of what’s around.” DMB
Semi and dancing in the basement, Jesse, Halloween ‘10, Taco Bell, Boston Market, concerts,iec. hall, new years, Dad’s gigs, WANCE, and most of all my family- always the Coolest, LY lots!!!

Jamie Correia
Soy
“You only live once”
FB games, Halloween ‘10 Snooki, Rihanna Concert, Kaitly lets dance!
Panera Dates, Semi ‘10, Summer ‘10, Gillette, GTL, Status?, Mona, Allies Basement, GT’s at BZ, Proms, Cape ‘10, Syracuse Road Trip, FX, Cautie, Discus MP AM, Star Trek Ladies, KI AS ID-Always LY&TY, Good luck Chelsea! TY Mom, Dad, and Jesse

Christopher Cotone
Cog’e
Hockey
“Everything Happens For A Reason”
Hangman Hockey, Matt Cummings, Sean Conn, Nick Cummings, Jed waking up at 4:30 to go to JV hockey practice, Junior Prom!!! KD

Kathleen Courtemanche
Katie, Kitty
DARE 1-4, Girls’ State 3
“Be who you are and say what you feel because those who mind don’t matter, and those who matter don’t mind.” - Dr. Seuss
Mom&Dad, thx for always believing in me. RPN MSB LKR DLR, Jysm. Deb, Mike and x, the best there. NMM EMG GMK KET, tyfe. DUNKS CREW JB Concert! 6 Flags ‘10. City of Friendship, DivClub, ABCD! Block Party Talent Show tuan around bright eyes

Sean Connolly
Seanc
Lacrosse, Hockey, Football
“I’ve always believed that if you put in the work, the results will come.” - Micheal Jordan

Jeffrey Cooney

Magnum, Jiggy, Jiffy Pop, Mr. Jiff CC 1-4, WS Track 1-4
“It takes great determination to achieve great goals.” Hanging with my peeps Catsy, Rosie, Stephen. As well as working on the concrete canoe in Ms. Jerome’s class

Catherine Corsini
Catsy
Volleyball 1-3, Basketball 1, Tennis 1-4
“We are the children who never grow up.”
Moments come and go, everything has its ups and downs. High school is no exception. No matter how many times I just wanted to leave, I stayed. I survived high school with my scars and I couldn’t be happier. I’ll play and laugh forever.

Sharee Cotone

“We all take different paths in life, but no matter where we go, we take a little of each other everywhere.”
6th grade-forever+hit&run= best friends/practical magic CMD<3 Gt’s at semi & prom; undercover cop; eggs&syrup being truthful to each other even when its hard. MJN !JMM JAMNASCAM! tyf! OUTSTANDING! R.I.M

Joshua Crawford
Jcraw
Lax1-4, BasketBall 1-2, Golf 1, Biddy Ball “howz ya?”
Wilderness yukon, guy borger, quit hero, nice night, rat, prayin to allah, so many scams, o’leary train, in da cut, rebellion and soja concert, washington trip, mill’s digger, evie, shaqaddy’s, backyard soccer league, Pennsylvania trip, the gudion, dodge from x, couple frogs, mr tikiscam,
Scott Cuddy
Scotty
Biddy Basketball 1-4
*Procrastination*
Being an idiot, quoting everything, imagine life without an Xbox...

Nicholas Cummings
LiMan
Hockey
*Nothing lasts forever*
Hangman Hockey in ASB senior year with Sean Conn Matt and Chris Cote. Bus rides from school everyday with GB Matt and ET, LC, AC, DH, KD, KE, FH, BA, CL, JP, JW, SW.

Kathleen Dadak
Katie, Kates, KayDak
Cheerleading 1-2, Gwics 4, Yearbook 4
*Everything has beauty, but not everyone sees it*
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING!
("Buddacup gives you prompts for sayin pumpkins in ingish cuz it is embarassing <3")

Madison DaSilva
MADDAWG
Basketball 1-4
*Even at the end of the dark roads it gets sunny."

Daniel Delsignor
Dan, Bunny, KIKI, Mini-John
Track, N.H.S, Being Pro
*Take anything and everything!*
Thank You mom and dad, motivation, dumbledore, saunaborrow, I’m the kid, I ain’t neva scurd, sube, mischief in the mimi, PeebJa, Sepukku, Tina

Matthew Cummings
Matty
Hockey
*Everything Happens For A Reason*

Anne Cushing
Mimi, AnnieCush
Softball 1, 2 Winter Track 1, 2
“You’re DONE!”
B.B, LS, M.M, M.B love you guys! hot pepper, dumb jiggly, 15 years! hockey hangman

Jordan Daly
Jord
Peer Leaders, Track, Prisco’s
*Be who you are and say what you feel because those who mind don’t matter and those who matter don’t mind*
Gillette, Prom...O. 40 East Street, fb games, hockey, Halloween’10, Summer’10. Rihanna/Ke$ha! We got thru, talks in asb, triple F, so fetchhh, relay4life. GIRLS<3 Dev and Chris thank you for everything love you guys! Thanks Mom and Dad, Goodluck Jess!

Mackenzie Davis
Kenzie, Mack-a-roni
*Everyone wants to be happy nobody wants to be in pain, but you can’t have a rainbow without any rain*

Derek DeMello
Deez Nuts
Mock Trial 2
*God, You’re so old I can’t take it! ~ Andrew Provost
Lucy, Atlas Shrugged, Proletariat, Yelling at Obama protestors, Bigga, giving great haircuts, Digel, Screenhouse, Homeless Triva, Police Dogs, Peeps, Dirty Mike And The Boys, Grunge Moshing, Explaining how magnets work, Triptamine, Drumming on kitchenware
Danielle DeMers

"Laugh as much as you breathe, love as long as you live."

Gauged, too Hammy! I need." A biddy, l

1) my Phillip know

I'm talking the

So VG&KG; original

be everything, fbgames, bleachers, Prez-1, NHS-4

Band

PuffDaddy&BabyPhat: Gauged for life)

Hammy! SEM*

Mom& Dad Thank you, Ly

Good luck to Mikey, Tori, Kylee, Jackie

Rose DeRienzo

Rosie

Band 1-4, Girls' Lacrosse 1-3, NHS 3-4, Durks 3-4

"Live, Love, Laugh, and Learn."

So many good times in creative writing talking about anything and everything, and freezing mornings on the football field with marching band could never be forgotten. Thanks so much to all of my family and friends for their love and support. Senior year was absolutely amazing.

Michael Devin

DeV, Devcow, Devycat

Football 1-4, Baseball 1-3, Track 2, Prex1, NHS-4

"Well in the end, we can all call a friend, well that's something I know as true, and in a thousand years and a thousand tears, I'll come finding my original crew."

guys & girls, Mom, Dad, Matt, Julie, thanks ly, football fam, gu, cave, bleachers, zoijers, ballin, Middlebros, the camper, Al's basement(s), say meats, gillette x2, dolla pizza, force, biddy, glav, rolsy, gu.

Devon DiMartino

Dev

Cheerleading, Student Council, Peerleaders, YMCA Daycare

"Everything happens for a reason."


Anthony Do

Tido, Buffalo

Tennis team 1-4, N.H.S. 4, Math Team 4, Science Olympiad 4, Band 1-4

Hey angel babay, you like tha rice, i neeva get sick of you >.O

Papa Hoff and children, band, KB Pork Frie re?, Anime Boston rave, being asiand...or attempting to anyway, MY jetty fun time?, JH Kam Man adventure timel, Kt one time?, KH EG everyone from school...i will miss you all ^_^

Laurn Deponte

Quidditch 1-4

"Not all who wander are lost."

JLB, AW, JF, AC, Alex's mini van, taco bell, shows with Jess, the Quary, Longboarding, Dobby and Kreacher, Warped Tour, Bamboozle, Summer '09, Mr. Powers E block class and Art with Derek.

Erin Desrosier

Field Hockey 1-4, Swim 1-4, Track 1-2

"No reason to stay is a good reason to go."

JM merf-best friends, Halloween '08, Jenga Crew, 12/5...concert buddy? movie nights, Boston/Plymouth trips, motivation, 10/16/09, dairy queen, New York '09, "She's just a little girl!" JM, SH, JR, Alyas. Good times with my buds. EP-best friends for 12 years. Thanks mom and dad.

Isabella DeVincenzo

Izzy, Bella

Soccer 1-4, Basketball 1-4 Track 1-4, Student council 1-4 NHS 4, Peer Leaders 1-4, Peer Mentor 2-4

"Memory is a way of holding onto the things you love, the things you are, the things you never want to lose."

GT's @ junior prom... JRC, meat life, wherever the party at? Thanks and love my boys, Good luck and love my girls AS, KJ, JC, Star Trek ladies, Princesses, Locker Buddy, Ai's basement(s), Billys, Gillete Times, Rihanna, GL ML JS KS CC BD, TYRE and GL SS, Thank you Mom, Dad, Mike, and Nick.

Phillip DiMillo

Going to McDonalds at 2 in the morning, playing the impossible game with mike kyle nick kevin and gibbs, the joke with a stick, watching yes man and laughing hysterically to it, making some kid deliver a pizza at 10:59 when the place closes at 11, too many good times not enough space for it :)

Devinn Doherty

Dev

Softball 1-4, Volleyball 1-3, Yearbook 1-3, Peer Leaders 1-4, STCO 1

"Well, I'm what I am and I'm what I'm not. And I'm sure happy with what I've got. I live to love and laugh a lot, and that's all I need."

"Thanks for playing" G101 & G108, Falmouth, Block island, wal-mart, driving aimlessly, beach house, boat, July 3rd, marshy, LOL more, jumbotron, thing 1&2, T or T a cat? Sbgrils-3, bobseayre twins, lunch time? PDO, best hunton, ly girls, Kerin you'll always be my "sister" ly goodluck, Mom, Dad, Deb & John thanks for everything. Goodluck Pete & Greg ly guys.
Julia Doherty
Ging
"Be love can't wouldn't hope love I'd skateboarded Good love live don't slayed the friends Joseph you 9.28. genius you."

Mathew Driscoll
Good 4 years everybody! Good luck class 2011!

Kristen Dufault
Kriss
"Imperfection is beauty, madness is genius and it's better to be absolutely ridiculous than absolutely boring." LivKrisCis, Fall River, Little Italy, Plymouth, The Quality Inn, Jello Face, (I don't recall), Krandi<3, What's Gravy?"; "Nosal", birthday cake, 9.28.10<3 wjb & so much more. *To the ones who always stayed true: I love you & thank you.

Carissa Dunbar
Cis, Cissa
"Sometimes...you just need more than one." Livciscis, Golf course, Gramps, stalking scott, the road trip, jello face, cacumba, I don't recall, just joshin' ya, most men do, are you awake?, ayo jack. Bestfriends; SAC since 6th grade. JCM,OAL,KMD,CMF,MJN,KEM,DCI,AJ M,SAB illy always.

Joseph Elias Jr.
Beav, Joey
Parkour club 1-4
"Friendship... is not something you learn in school. But if you haven't learned the meaning of friendship, you really haven't learned anything." Going to Blink 182 concert. Going to go see Kid Cudi in concert and getting lost on the way. And hanging with my friends through the years.

Benjamin Donovan
Ben Duna
hockey 1-3 lacrosse 2-4
"I live for the nights that I cant remember with the people that I want forget" K.O.I, 4 Brothers, g-mas,Shows,mosh, Gays apt, green machine, Hampton, Move, Tylers, Undeafeated, Dever, Papa St's, Bro what happened last night?, july 3rd, the manajatwa, okay, rae, cruisin, the bronco, z-team, wavy.

Nolan Driscoll
Guyute
Playing music, playing hockey "I'm bouncing like a newborn elf" Phish, ween, medeski, umphreys, giant panda, chet, chip and my friends all taught me much more than a 72,000,000 dollar institution could in four years.

Eric Dufour
Eric
BidBall 1-4 Socr 1-2 NHS 4,Sboarding I
"You can't be sorry, you got to be the savior" Thanks to my mom for putting up with me, AJ you've been a brother to me, to the friends that I skateboarded with, it was great. Guap Team, "mma paranah", WHAT?!. I wouldn't of survived w/out music, I love my family and close friends.I hope we keep in touch, I love you with all my heart!

Mickey Echevarria
Kidd
Dancing, acting a fool "This very moment I'm king, and this very moment I stayed Gollith with the sling" Chilling wit Maakimm, being ghetto at walmart with Kim and Nissa :) , IHOP with BP and KM!, Good times <3. Kim u my dawgg fo life baby! And little soft too she gonna be one bad child lol. If it wasn't for u I'd have no laughter in this school! Love u booboo <3 Pink Friday !

Amanda Emerick
No Photo
Danielle Enos
Raywater Players 2-4, NHS 4, Student Council 3, Spring Track 182
"One who walks in another's tracks leaves no footprints."
My family. I love you all. Daddy, you're my hero. Thank you to the Cooles for everything. Raywater Players, forever in my heart. CW Crew, much love. Osgood, never forgotten. Can't forget late night Taco Bell, the Lecture Hall & Fitches Forever. To my friends, I couldn't have done this without you. BR, it's been fun.

Joseph Esposito

Brett Estes
Brettkii, Cheech
Track 1-4, Biddy Ball 1-4, XC. 4. Swim 4
"A dream do you dream alone is only a dream. A dream do you dream together is reality."
Gts with my buds, Motivation, Meals on Wheels, Ratatat, Six Flags Doble, Matt's Basement, Tsunami, Study Buds, Zomos, Dairy Queen, Kendall's Glass, Possible V, Gramps, Track Meets, Casual Turins, The lump, Einstein, Jenga Crew, Arizona runs with Emulks. Thanks Mom, Dad, and friends.

Nicholas Fernald
Nick
FLC 3-4, Mock Trial 3-4, NHS 4, Stuco 3-4, Yearbook 3-4
"Life is rarely about what happened; it's mostly about what we think happened." - Chuck Klosterman
Freshman 2009-2010, my batch, four trees, wwo, family dinners, cottage, cape. Friends & family--you mean the world to me. Thanks for a great 2 years BR!

Jessica Ferrigno
Jizzica, Frito
Soccer 1-4, Lacrosse 1-4, Winter Track 1-3, Swim Team 4, NHS 3-4, Peer Mentoring and Leaders 2-4
"Time you enjoy wasting, was not wasted."
Jizzica she's a really cool dancer, 10+. lax to the max, chem parties, wait where's the tube, bench captain, family dinners, koala, Revs, better than a chip, movie set, NC '11, NYC picture scandal, ice cream social/coffee break, friends--ly mom and dad--thanks ly, Nick and Griff- good luck

Annalise Fisher
Anna
Secretary of GSA 4, TJJ 4, Chorus 4, Member of GSA 1-4, Field Hockey 1-3, Musical 2, Yearbook Committee 1
"Courage is being scared to death but caddling up anyway."
Feel so lucky to have the friends that I have, and made at BR. I cherish each memory that I have with them. You guys are great, and thank you so much for simply being who you are, because that itself is one of the reasons why I'll never forget you, and treasure the opportunity of knowing you guys<3

Lee Fitzgerald
LeeAnn
Art Club 1-4, Art Lessons 2-4
"Don't be afraid your life will end; be afraid that it will never begin." - Grace Hansen
Good times in Art and in 11th grade English. Thanks to Mom, Dad, & Clark--nobody could ask for a better family. I love you more than I can describe. And to my very best and oldest friends: Erika, Sarah, Shelby, & Taylor, We're all going our separate ways, but I'll cherish the time we had together. Good luck!

Michael Fitzsimmons
Fitzy
Soccer 1-4
"Time wasted with friends is not time wasted at all."
Track versus snow bank, Chillen at O'D's house watching the Celtics game, Screaming crowds at the football and hockey games, Playing ping pong with the crew, Partying at the end of the school year. All the dumb stuff that was funny at the time. Going to the super bowls. All the good times left out.

Michael Flaherty
Mike
Biking, Skiing
"Whether you think you can, or you think you can't, you're right!"
Rooftop lemonades with the MJC after hitting the gym.
VERONICA FLAHERTY-SPENCER

Batman, V-DUB

GSA 1, YES Club 1, Peer Leaders 4, Rachel’s Challenge 4, Day of Silence 1-4, Karate, Motorcycle Rides. Modeling

"Never regret anything because at one time it was exactly what you wanted" Ringuette! Batman, Hotel Slumber Party, Topper, Sam Brennan= Ginge Love, Ting Ting Pillow, Spongebob, Buggles, Pickles, Girl Scout Thin Mint Cookie Coffee, Sally’s English Class, Directional. Kick rocks. No I Kick Boulders. Social Visit Mr. Warnock, You See What Had Happened Was, Pass please, Officer Hobson

KAITLYNN FLANAGAN

Little Flann, Bisquetti

Cheerleading, Fishing, and Surfing
Pick up trucks & cowboy boots + MUD! Dirt Roads<3 Rain is a good thing! Cessna<3 That's as light as a biscuit, Classy Broads, WOOF, Black Island Ferry? Sprinkles, Cash is King, American Cheese, 50 Piece Nugnett?, Dragon Fly Time! Hello Ossafert! Surfs Up! Duncan<3 2 times Tuesday WHO HAI! Ah Scary! Waiting for my set Johnny! Thanks everyone for dealing with me.

KATIE FLANAGAN

Hanging out with friends.

"Everything happens for a reason." O. No Big Deal, Bahahaha... BLAST! (It's like the ocean) where my dragons at?! Mmm... I'll proceed to throw this cash and buy iced coffee and venom, Mrs. Cooley's study, can I borrow your calculator?

JESSICA FORRESTER

Jessi

GSA 1-4, Robotics 4, Chorus 4

"Don’t go around saying the world owes you a living. The world owes you nothing. It was here first, I would like to say thank you to everyone who helped me make it this far. I have the best friends anyone could ever ask for and the best family anyone could ever dream of. NS, OM, AF, KK, GK, NW, KM, DH, LB, OT, KS. JS. Love you all.

KRISTEN FOSTER

Laur

Swim Team 1-4, Spring Track 2

"Peace. it does not mean to be in a place where there is no trouble, noise, or hard work. It means to be in the midst of those things and still be calm in your heart." Dec 1, 2009, EMBARRISING, "and he was shaking his leg", Tuesday Treats, Six Flags, beach trips, prime sun time, casual turn, doble, Maine, "lets go boys", real world, tsunami, meals on wheels, Einstein, study buds, nightly update. Family and friends thank you for everything, I love you.

CHELSEA FREEMAN

Chelly

"It’s better to be hated for who you are than to be loved for who you’re not" Black and Yellow, Ayo Jack, Grampa, i don't recall? come again nosa j), got jello? iyl G16-18-09* CMR (BF, SAB, CMD, KAM, KMD, MJE, OAL. Fun times; Never Forget, Never Regret!

MORGAN FRIES

Mo Fries

Volleyball 1-4, Basketball 1-4, Track 1, Yearbook 2-3

"When you look back and see how far we’ve come it was our time to shine and nobody could hold us down." Best Friends tykly all, Katherine- best always can’t thank you enough, favor! Jv,bm,et, mf), mo+me! OOB, Myrtle Beach 10, CC09, Jubbball 08-09, G101, “omg, I'm SO sorry”, xmas & cookies, LOL, dev, CT, Thank you Mom, Dad, Kasey, Zack, and Shane- Goodluck Kase&boys I See Ya BR

PAUL FREGEAU

Pauly D, LA

"Life’s simple make choices and don’t look back." Chilling with the boys and hanging out with Morgan at the house, and all the visitors I get. Dance parties with friends and senior fun day.

LAUREN FOX

Nate Dogg, Nate The Great

Hockey 1-2, Basketball 4

"Think about your brothers before you think about others." Kickin’ it with my boys and girls and always having a good time. Always a class clown. It’s all about family, friends and $$$.
John Fulton
Blingblade partner of Daddy Mayonaisee
Parkour Club 1-4, Quidditch 1-4

Kimberly Gabriele
Soccer 1, Winter Track 1-4, Spring Track 1-4, Cross Country 2-4
"Sometimes you just gotta."
"Pretend people", dance parties in Liz's basement, Jackie's pool, sleepovers at Liz's, food at Joanna's, chat roulette, semi 10', sculpture girls, New England's 2009, 4 x 100 2010, people watching at track meets, Liz's car, XC runs with Mikala Murad, Core four forever, ED, KM, CG <3 lys

Emily Garcia
Muchacha
Soccer 1-3, Track 1-3
"Just Do It."

Emily Garcia
Muchacha
Soccer 1-3, Track 1-3
"Just Do It."

Gavin Gebauer
Bcav
Quidditch 1-4
Tri-Wizard Cup, RIP SPOB.

Andrew Giannino Curtis
Dr. Andrew Anthony Giannino-Curtis esquire PhD MD
Quidditch 1-4
"MERICA

Jonathan Gilio
Jon
"I'm on break"
We gunna need some bread!
This plane ... BH, AJ, BM

Chelsea Gill
"Time you enjoy wasting, was not wasted."
Mom, Dad, Steven, Best friends & PC; Couldn’t have made it through this without you. Thank you for everything.

Tyan Gill-Letourneau

"When it comes down to it, I let them think what they want. If they care enough to bother with what I do, then I'm already better then them." study, Lyssa&Noah, my best love you guys, Manda; so many gt's at your house. Ly wish you were graduating with me, History w/ Brit Soph year "Laura who?", phsys with the girls, My Family; Thank you for everything, I love you.

Jessica Gillis
Jess, JGILL
Ray-Water Players 1-4, XC 3-4, Stuco 1-4, NHS 3-4, Winter Track 2-4, Soccer 1-2, Yearbook 4
"Wheresoever you go, go with all your heart.
Lauren Gomes

"I'm selfish, impatiant and a little insecure. I make mistakes, I am out of control and at times hard to handle. But if you can't handle me at my worst then you sure don't deserve me at my best." tripleB's ;-*, g6, study, dm, eb, tg, ns, am true friends I love you guys. "Accident! Accident!" falling on my face in the woods. Erin Bumpus's house.

Alyssa Gray

AGRAY
Field Hockey 1-4, Softball 1-4
"Every new beginning comes from some other beginning's end." Best friends, ODS forever! Bobbsey Twins, Walmart...of Erica & Lauren thanks for everything. Mom & Dad couldn't have done it without you. JC, you mean a lot. Good Luck Lauren!

Shawn Green

Snickels, J-Had
Field hockey 1-2, TJ2 3-4
"You can do what you think is impossible." O. You touched my fruit! No Big Deal, Bhalaha...BLAST! (It's like the ocean) Where my dragons at?! mmm... I'll proceed to throw this cash and buy iced tea, coffee and venom! target, monday crew, the dew, drivers ed '09, thanksgiving, summer bonfires at annies, mr. impossible, Atlanta '10, moses, crucifying you know saving lives. KF, JL, AH, CW, CL, TG thanks for everything!

Jessica Hadley

Snickels, J-Had
Field hockey 1-2, TJ2 3-4

KC Gordon

"We are not retreating – we are advancing in another direction." - General Douglas MacArthur

Awesome friends, great teachers and interesting classes.

Tracy Greco

"Amor vincit omnia."

BP, KW, AH, DD, CW, JH- my love to you all.

Alexander Greet

Alex

"All give some, some give all."

GT at the Nip, Johnson's pond, and MN's house. MN, PM, BM, HB, AC, MC, NC, CL, JP, PD. Pick up hockey, pick up football, "two times!", forgetting and then forgetting about forgetting.

Michael Hagen

Mike

NHS 3-4, TJ-4
"Make Haste...Slowly"

Good times in English Class Junior year, and I really enjoyed making the concrete canoe in Mrs. Calef's class. Good luck to everybody.

Marquis Hall

Quis

Biddy Basketball 3-4
"Nothing succeeds like the appearance of success"

I love how my boys and I walked around before going to class. It was always AJ, Eric Dufour, Brian Harris, and my freshman boy And Grish. Always showed up to ASB late, and got in trouble. But thanks mom and dad for helping me out throughout my high school years.
Zachary Hall
Tennis
"The only one who can stop me... is me."

Brian Harris
"My mom always said life was like a box of chocolates... You never know what you’re gonna get."
We gonna need some bread, -English class, 12 AJ, D Trick, Whitey, Pat-Lunch with the boys - English class with Shap (2-11) This plane AJ, BM, GM - Hockey games, Football games, Jr. Prom

Robert Hasomeris
Hurt myself on a bike 3, Bass 2-4
Starting to play bass sophomore year, and still playing it, breaking my wrist after riding my bike, playing at Ricks. Music with my band, having a great time in all of Mrs. Kendall’s computer classes.

Katerina Hatzidis
Foreign Language-3, Equestrian 1-4
"If there is no struggle, there is no progress."
It has been a long journey for all of us, and we have finally made it to our senior year! Congrats, and I wish my class success in their futures. Thanks to my friends for everything. I couldn’t have imagined high school without them. I’ll always remember the summer of ’10, Nick’s cottage, and all the fun I’ve had.

Anthony Hardy
Hockey 1-4, Lacrosse 1-4
"Live today as if you’ll die tomorrow."
Thanks Mom and Dad for all your help through high school. Helping me through hockey I couldn’t of done it without you guys. Good Times at Pasta parties, Playing Hockey, Chilling with Friends, My girl LAK, Going to Italy, Hockey team in H Wing stairs before practice, and My Boys.

Spencer Harris
Wrestling, Band, Making Movies
"Ebony Ebony"
I remember being the number 1 wrestling team in the state!
I remember when I first walked in to Bridgewater-Raynham High School, as a freshman. Now I’m walking out Bridgewater-Raynham high school as a Senior :)
Brian Heger
Golf team 1-4, N.H.S. 3-4
"Don’t look at where you fell, but when you first slipped."
Thank you, Mom and Dad for all of the support throughout the past four years.
Great times spending time with friends.
Definitely going to miss room D 138.
"Studying hard" freshman and sophomore year, and drafting junior and senior year.

Kevin Ho
Ming Ming, KHO
“He who learns but does not think is lost! He who thinks but does not learn is in great danger.” - Confucius
Chillin’ with my friends, Summer high times, writing lyrical raps

Robert Hollstein IV
Kickstand
Wrestling
"Just go."
I remember my first days at B-R and now I am a senior

Christopher Hudson
Toph
Guitar, Snowboarding
"Love One another"
The Benches, Massasoit, Patty’s basement, hackin, concerts, camp motivation, frisbee, jammin Ratatat.
Thanks to my family and friends who’ve been there for me through thick and thin.

Brandon Hull
Beeze, BHull
Riding quad/dirtbikes, mudding.
Wrestling 2-3, lacrosse 1-2
“live the life you love, love the life you live”
Goin muddin with friends Raynham pits.
Chippendales at junior prom. Ayyy marriiiiooo.
DAM <3, pjm, ah, am, ks, km, kc, o’d, md, km, rb, sb. hockey games. or suntin.
Life with you makes perfect sense, your my bestfriend :)

Corilyn Henault
Cori, Corikins
Class Treasurer 3-4, Stuco 1-4, Peer Leaders/Mentors 1-4, NHS 4, YB 1-3
"If you can imagine it, you can achieve it.
If you can dream it, you can become it."
Cake Shower, ACE 3, NEMOOOI, psych group, freshman semi- expensive Chinese food. "Oops! I’m so sorry!" B n’E morning, vacuuming @ 6 am.
Christmas cookies & music, Canobie Lake, life guards, Semi OH 1E NLi, helium balloons, Scavenger Hunt, Sunny + Sash.
BUMPIN’, MM, warm delights, WANCE, Alaska, da jeep, Mamy, Daddykins, Zachy- I can’t say thank you enough!

Christofer Hohnbehn
Chris
"If opportunity doesn’t knock, build a door."
All the good times at Bridgewater skate park. Rest in peace.

Dawn Hook
Dahook, Dawnii-Poo
Civics In Action 4
"Remember me however you’d like. None of you really knew me anyway."
Katie Dadak, Nick Cummings, RC, ZC, GK, MC, MG, MD, AM, KB, BA, JE, JL<3, summer nights, Algebra II with Brittany, car rides, the beach, Africa’s not a continent, New Hampshire, tubing, Powers!

Felicia Hughes

Kelly Huynh
Math Team 1-4, Science Olympiad 1-4, NHS 4, Peer Mentor 2-4, Band 1-4
"I was hiding under your porch because I love you. Can I stay?"
Thank you to all my friends and family.
Turnoff Ten<3. Repeal the Chinese Exclusion Act. PS. My name is not Kara. Oh hey, your fly is down.
Dominique Ilaqua
Dom, Dommy
Winter Track 3-4 Spring Track 2-4
"The most courageous act is to think for yourself, out loud."
CY NF KH AT JL Friday Morning Coffees, "jaja", "wah" "OH'' "Dear boo...Love boo." Friday Night Football Games, Dexter and DeeDee, veggie balls, "wait, I'm same, Ben or Bentley?" Idaho Family Dinners, Dunkin, Swim Trunks & Flippy-Hoppies, Junior Jewels 09, saca & cinque, "you rock, don't ever change." xo.

Domenic Ingargiola
Football 1-3, Lacrosse 1-4, Winter Track 3, Guitar, Longboarding, Skiing
"How ah ya Mr. Bergs?"
H-Fast Friday, Rebellion 10/29, Hangin with the Crew, Benjamin Biohazard, The Benches, Burnett's Basement, After School Hockey Sack Seshes, 7-3-10 at Big Al's, Bowling, Frisbee Games, 311 on 7-11, RATATA'T, Rel, 138, High Street Spot, Titicut, Guy Bergs

Matthew Ives
Ivesy, Iverson
Hockey 1-4, Baseball 1-4, Golf 1-2, Stuco 1-4
"When the power of love overcomes the love of power the world will know peace." - Jimi Hendrix
Pasta parties with the hockey boys, Profile rockin it, cruisin with MC and MW, BR superfan, bus rides to away games, State hockey tourney, Cards and nhl tourney, Thanks for everything Mom and Dad I love you guys.

Si'aire Johnson
The Purple Guy
"Music was my refuge. I could crawl into the space between the notes and curl my back to loneliness."
Halloween 2010, purple morphsuit, volley ball & football games, senior semi, moving to 3 different states and schools in the same year, the 2010 Olympics, bonfires, ASB convos, heart to hearts with Dom, French class, snowboarding in whistler

Garrett Kelly
G, GK, Gar, Kel
Football 1, Soccer 2-4, Basketball 1-4, Baseball 1-4, NHS 3-4
"Celebrate we will, because life is short but sweet for certain." Superfanin' it, ballin' at Deve, moment of truth, bro nights, profile rock, all my dudes, baseball drama, junior prom..., DMB with SM, KC, and MD, Zolga's, summer nights, jesus fish, guy corner, Dats, TY Mom, Dad, Trevor- love you and what you do for me.

Kalie Imprescia
Soccer 1-4, Student Council 1-4
"It's been a wild ride, I wouldn't change a minute."
GT at semi'08, Stuco status, Mona, Scam, Rhianna. Allie tyfe illy. ID, JC, NL. Girls+Guys illy, you're great. Panera dates, star trek ladies, squanto. GL Mikey, do it up. GL to ML, JS, KC, JB, EW, CC. Mom Dad Kirst, TY

Kristin Ivaldi
KJ, Kris, Krittin
Cheerleading 1, Ski Club 1-2, Stuco 2-4, NHS 4
"Spread love everywhere you go. Let no one ever come to you without leaving happier." - Mother Teresa

Derek Januslks
Band 3
"Colour My Life With The Chaos Of Trouble."
Good times skating with friends, art class with lauryn, R.I.P Billy Mayes, good times working at the Dunks spot.

Andrew Kelley
AK
football 1-4 basketball 1-3 spring track 1-4 winter track
"wana wana wana?"
Hanging with the crew, people I wont ever forget, senior year football, going to Gillette stadium, spring track meets, prom night, meeting new people through the years, Basketball games

Lauren Kelly
"Dream as if you'll live forever, live as if you'll die today."
Good times at proms, pep rally's, Boston, Gillette, road trips, snow days, ski trips, beach trips, sunroofs=fist pumping, shark week, Mexico '09, panera, cumbias ice cream, Wal Mat trips, home plate crew <3, awkward moments, Nantucket, friends, AM, AQ, CT best friends through everything. Swim team girls CT, KT, CN CS, LB <3
James Kenney
Mr. Guy
Golf 1-4, Basketball 1-2, Biddy Ball 3-4
“Couple Casuals wont kill ya.”
Doby, Ridin the Luxury train, In the cut, Rebelution and soja, Trip to Washington, Broken Collarbones at Sugarloaf, the wilderness yukon, going to jupiter, No ceiling, PAPA Zelgers, Phat Tubz, Mills’ Digger, Hippy Boy, Metal Dragons, Tiki man, How iz ya, Hey Mom, Thanks Dad, Mom, Joey, Deek, Meaghan, and Carlin

Lydia Kern
Lyd
soccers 1-2, tennis 1-4, x-country 3-4, stuco 1-4, TR 2-3, youth group
“Just when the caterpillar thought its world was over, it became a butterfly.”
Campfires, late night conversations in my kitchen, camp, Better Bean, prom, soulfest, Carver’s Pond, ceramics ladies, LIFE, xc, Liz’s cheesesticks, Lounge, Sunapee, Vineyard, Kristin’s camper, DMB, cape house, Easton boys, Northstar, Bethel, family ski vacas, growing inces Liz & Sam, family dinner, TJZ trips, relay for life, Tuesdays, cousins. Friends & family, thanks for making my life so full :)

Gina Kinan
YB 1, W Track 2, GSA 3-4... Harry Potter
“Keep It Fierce!”
Junior Prom, Six Flags, concerts, the beach with my best friends. Thank you to all my friends & family for supporting me throughout high school. A special thanks to Mom, Dad, Brittany, Haleigh, Victoria, Nicole Wadsworth, Rachel Cardaci, Emily Garcia, Katie Courtemanche, and Jess Forrester for putting up with me. Love you guys!

Kendall King
“Breathe, Stretch, Shake, let it go.”
Never Forget Creative Writing. Mark Twain, Outstanding Teachers, Surprise 18th Parties, Gillette Superbowl Game, History Freshmen Year. I love you all so many good times.

John Kunkel
Music
“There is no way to peace, peace is the only way”. Happy times with happy people

Brittany Kurey
Britt, BK
Mentoring-2
“Where You have been will not determine where you will go, but the person you have become.”
Nichole, Dunkin, Friendly’s, Summer ’10, Joanie & The Beau, Family, OOO, Black Friday, McDonalds Soft Serve, Cheap Coldstones, KOKSL, Lyrically Dancing, Tree Bumps, ASB&Demerits, Walmart, Post Office Meeting, OK DEN, AW YEA, Overnight Bonfires, LOL, Random Road Trips, Chinese Food Drive Thrus, Marylous (1/30), Strobe Lights, Tree Sap ’09, Drake, CT, Always & Forever xo

Sabrina Lambert
Brina
“To achieve anything requires faith and belief, in yourself, vision, hard work, determination and dedication.”
English and math class junior and senior year. Being friends with everyone I know has been awesome. I want to thank every person who made my high school experience a great one. Also want to thank my family for pushing me not to quit.

Sarah Landers
Slanders, Billy
Peer Leaders 2-4, yearbook 4, ice Hockey Mohawks and Milton 1-4

Steven Larocque
Stever
Playing guitar and music. “Music is my salvation.” High school was fun, there were good times and there were bad but it was all a great learning experience.

Michael LaRosa
Rebecca Larson  
Becca, Beebs, Beazlebub  
Math Team 2-4, Yearbook 3-4, NHS 3-4  
"Even if there is nothing to laugh about, laugh on credit."  
WMR, campfires, LIFE 2010, Rockport, youth group, french fries at dance, movie nights, badminton, cell, limerick calendars, relay for life, snow camp, basement music videos, Lake Michigan, family dinner, Newport Mansions, garage parties, where the plywood trees grow. To both of my families, you are the greatest blessings to my life!

Kollyn Lavoie  
Cafe 129  
Thanks Mom and Dad  
Go Red Sox!

Nicholas Leone  
Nekko  
Lacrosse  
"Semper Fi."  
Pff 2 wheels and Big Bear, Call of duty ruins lives.

Matthew Libby  
Wrestling 1-4, Captain 3 and 4  
"I'd rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints, 'cause the sinners are much more fun" - Billy Joel  
Leisure Lounge, He-Man, Magic Green Coitch, The Basement, Dever, the Wall etc... Its been real people, alotta good times with all my friends. Its pretty hard to sum up 4 years in sixty words lol? So ill just stop while im ahead! Hang in there MUSCLES, we love you brothah!!

Reilly Lindsey  
Rei  
Soccer 1-4, Winter/Spring Track 1-4, Blackhawks 1-4  
"Blend in when you need to. Stand out when you have the chance."  
DL SC RB: Love you, Tea Parties, "Para It."  
After prom... I forgive you Sam, 101s, The R&B, "Hello", Family Dinners, Big Head sighting, Diego, Blackhawks; love you girls! PP? "All I wanna do is stab my finger." ptaTelvs.SailorRs, TEAM STRAWS, LizzyGordoMiranda. Thank you May, Glenn, & Bailey, Good Luck Cam.

Jaime Laurin  
Jaim  
Dance  
"Live the life you have imagined."  
Thanks to my Mom for everything, I love you. AJM - my best beast<3

Jacqueline Leombruno  
Jackie  
Swimming, Gym, friends, D'angelo's  
It takes trying to rip your skin to really know how thick it is  
Cassies house playing mario cart.  
Family dinner.Apples to Apples(mysterious goats) JoePizzas house, swim trunks and flippy floppies.  
communications class Monday nights. swimmie swimmers.

Danielle Levy  
"It's better to burn out, than to fade away" -Neil Young

Christopher Lincoln  
Thinmint, Mr. Impossible, Little Jorge  
Soccer 1, Baseball 1  
"You must overcome many obstacles in life to get where you want to be."  

James Lonergan  
Manuel  
Lubing Cans  
"Don't aim for success if you want it, just do what you love and believe in it and it will come naturally."  
Ross Looby

Nina Louison
El Nino, Ninny
"Because I knew you, I have been changed for good."
Jacq&Sam; my best always. Allie; since the beginning of time, tyle. Mikey, Billy, Sean, Buck love you boys.
Garrett, thank you! To all my friends never forget the crazy memes.
Pizza, Cruisin, CAUTIE, Zolga
Household, Espana. Thanks Mom, Dad, Aaron and Michael. Good Luck '11 It's been real.

Christine Luciano
Teeny, Stine
Raywater Players 1-4, Peer Mentoring 3-4, Climate Group 3-4, Drama Club 3-4, NHS 4
"Havin' the time of my life with the love of my life."
Musical late nights, parties, laugh your years, greatest memories. Thank you Dlu for saving my life before being sold into slavery. Brian- our experience at king Richard's Fair, making fools of ourselves in restaurants, embarrassing me in class, studying all night for algebra 2. Love my chorus girls. Princess, I will miss you.

JACQUELINE LYNCH
Jackie, JLynch, Lynchie, Jack Jack
Class Secretary 1-4, Varsity Soccer 2-4, Student Advisory Board 2-4, NHS 4
"Think of yourself as on the threshold of unparalleled success. A whole, clear, glorious life lies before you. Achieve!"
TCO's, code:<3=1, Jr Prom Fashion Show, semi's, True Key A E, espanol, NARNIA, Family Dinner 3, NC 02:10, my girls soccer TP we beat Brockton... yep, summer '10, MPS CCLC <3, Sam's '10, Plymouth w/ Cody, science museum, Eleanor =) swim home, MATTA GIRLS, jacklynlynn, skaiddle, stardust, TV Mom Dad, Shawn Ern, Shannon, Cody Hayes, friends, Nana, Grampy

Jamie Macdonald
Basketball, Bowling, Baseball
Meeting Tom Cruise and Cameron Diaz. Playing Student teacher.
Basketball games. Plays and musicals.
Thank you mom and Dad for all that you do for me. Thank you Ms. K and Mr. Brogna I will miss you. I will miss all my friends! Happy times in Cafe '129.

Daniel Machadinho
Dan
Ski and Ride Club 3
"Do a Barrel Roll."

Derek Luthi
DLu, D
Class President 2-4, Soccer 1-4, Winter Track 1-3, Spring Track 1-2, Raywater 3-4, Stuco 1-4, NHS 3-4
Reason #98: "You don't always need a reason."
TCO's, The 98, Boiler Room, Censored Sims, Mayo, Padiddle, Rockclimbing, "All I wanna do is stab my finger". Cape, ACL and TMM, Handshake, Revs, Relay for Life, Six Flags, Dragon, Gordo's, Monkey, Para 3, Sweetbeaks, Lunch Time?, Coffee Break/Ice Cream Social, Saving From Slavery, Pencil Sharpener, and Many More. Thanks Friends and Family.

Olivia Lynn
LivKris CIS<3. "I don't recall". The quality inn. Little Italy. Wally the Whale ha. most men do". DOUBLEJ-OK.
Come again... No saith, "what's gravy?" "Are you awake?" special munchkins. birthday cake. Got jello?
Late nights, early mornings & the true friends. Thank you Mom for everything.

Melissa MacDonald
Field Hockey 1-4, Winter & Spring Track 1-4, Math Team 1-4, NHS 4
"Get busy living or get busy dying."
hanging at the coolest house, semi '10, cruisin' in the '07, ice cream fridays, I'm silently judging you. "Do I have time?"
"GO! GO! GO!" red-head ratio, "What is that?..." "meatloaf." polar plunging, pictionary, PSDA, shootout, gold-medal towers. Good luck EM, miss you already. Thank you Mom and Dad, for everything.

Shelby Mackay
"You get nothing!"
Singing Pokemon during awkward silences; making bad puns; obsessing over grammar.
Devany MacKinnon

"Live with no regrets; everything happens for a reason."

tripleB's: "* MAD GABI! To my family: I am forever thankful for everything you've done for me. I love you. To my TRUE friends, I love you guys. I don't know who I'd be today without you guys. <3<3 "

Kathryn MacLellan

Field Hockey 1-3 Lacrosse 1

"We're connected with our hearts."

Colleen McCuddy, best friends forever, 39, George Nickfredo, Waterville Fire, Jillian, teach me how to doogie on skype from South Carolina. Nina, you're my older sister, love meningitis, Riddi's, scratch tickets, and quotes. Kari, beach it up, marry my brother, Kelsie, that's you, don't be confused, love youuu. Brantley Gilbert and Six Flags! Love my family so much it's Chuck-3

Kali MacLeod

Babe, Kiwi

Kicking Butt and Taking Names

"Just Keep Swimming.


Ryan MacSwain

Golf 1-4 Track 1-4 Baseball 1-4

"Never be too careless, Never be too careful. Never be afraid to lose."

Guys I love you, Dollar Pizza at Emma's, chillin at Zolgas, BR Xaverian State Playoff Game, Superfanin' it, football games, Kyle Campbell, say nerds, COD, Sean, DLevy's March 13th 2010, Semi 2010. Class of 2011, we had a great run, good luck to all. Thanks Dad, Lori, Ash. Gonna miss you.

Brian Mahoney


Joshua MacKinnon

"I fear being like everyone I hate, I fear failure, I fear losing control. I love balancing between chaos and control with everything I do. I always have a fear of going one way or another, getting lost in something, or losing everything to get lost in. And I fear being a completely acceptable sheep in society." - Marilyn Manson

RIP David Keeman

Alyssa MacLeod

"Do what you can, with what you have, where you are."

Thankyou to my family and Tony, I love you so much. TG, my number one always. JL<3 bestbeast.

Samantha MacMillan

SMAC, SammyMac, The Great Sambini, Cecilia

Soccer 1-2, Cross Country 3-4, Winter Track 1-4, Lacrosse 1-4, Stuco 2-4, NHS 4 "Live right now, just be yourself, it doesn't matter if it's good enough for someone else." Pep Rallies, Pasta Parties, XC7, Squirrel, Airhomb, MacDaddy, campfires, Rox, zippy, pita, study in Thibb's class, Cape Cod, Falmouth Road Race, Bermuda and Bahama trips, Maine, night football games, love to laugh, OCL champs, Summer 2009 and 2010, snowball fights in junior parking lot, cow-tusmo-eggs, prom, O.B., love you Mom and Dad

Billi MacTighe

Patrick Mancinelli

B. Rabbit, Doodi

"If you can't find something to live for, you best find something to die for."


Screenhouse, Trips around the world, My matrix, Sittin stupid at the pond with Doodi, Thank you Kathy and Paul, Getting kicked out of wal mart, Burr! Flocka Patrick?...Patrick? What
Jennifer Marinella
Jenn
Soccer 1, Cheerleading 2-3, Blackhawks Soccer 1-3
"And in the end, its not the years in your life that count. It is the life in your years." Foreign sister, who are you doing here?! Hockey brother, muffy, semi, prom. Through thick and thin we always win. SC, MN, BH, EP, A&F, JRA. Good luck Bentley. SC: my other half, tyfe. TYFE Mom, Jill, Nana, RIP Grampa. Stay strong Julie.

Olivia Marks
Livi
Band 1-4 Anime Club 3 NHS 4 "Through all of these hard years, I've come to acknowledge each of my fears, new life beckons with its long claw, for me to begin study of the law." GT's with friends. You guys have made these 4 years bearable and fun. I love you so much little sister. Keep your head above the crowd. Special shoutout to Jessi, Anna, Rosie, Alex, Valini, Steven, Jessica, James, Jonathan, Shaireese, Len, Chris, Nicole, Gina, Bill, Shelby, Ryan, Mrs. Benedict, and of course Mr. Hayhurst.

Nathan Martin
Niz Rodgers

Tyler Martin
T-Mart
Football 1-4 Baseball1-3 W. Track 1-2 "Fire out with flat backs and get in their hips!" Roche Brothers parking lot... concrete Canoe, Man cave, junior prom, Gillette twice, Shut Up! Wallgreens...5.B. 205 No Way Gigantor! Thanks mom and dad! Good luck Matt

Chelsea Mason
Chels
Cheerleading 1-4, Gymnastics 2-4, Student Council 2 & 4, NHS 4 "Hakuna Matata" Family dinner, relay for life, garage parties, soulfest, life2010, snow camp, sleepovers, egg wars, Martha's Vineyard, skating, campfires, the Cape, Rockport, OneRepublic&Fray concerts, WMR, prom, J's kitchen, States, OCL champs, adventures in ginger, hot tubs, pep rally, FB games, summertime, camper sleepovers, best friends - I love your cheer girls - dtc get nasty.

Brian Maynard
Bry/Doodi
"You've got enemies? Good, means you actually stood up for something" Imy RIP Mom. Luv my Doodi with him driving around wasting our day doing nothing lol. Kare bear "Kari" is like my lil sister. I luv her. Shes a Beast <3. Lol! There were good times. Sittin stupid at the pond wit doodi. PRM AMH AMT. I got thru LOL

Kayla Maynard

Paige McBride

Sarah McCluskey
softball 1, track 1-3, peer leaders 4 "do what makes you happy, be with who makes you smile, laugh as long as you breathe, and love as long as you live." GT's at pep rallies, junior prom, gillette football games, spirit weeks, Kiss concerts, Boston, road trips, snow days .. URL = Fail, neighbors forever, fivethirtyone08, the morning shuffle, "that's why there all different colors", CCL, boot boot dog clog, gucci bandana that, UPS man, Ghandi, my heart hurts ... Thank-you to my family and friends for everything!
Marc McDonald
MadMarc
1-4 years football 1-4 years wrestling on and off season
"Far and away the best prize that life offers is the chance to work hard at work worth doing."
Great times with wrestling in and off season. Best teammate anyone could want. To my best friends Mike and Paul, your the best anyone can ask for. I love you all. Who can forget the Unicorn painting.

Nicholas McGee
McGee
Film, Bridgewater TV, Raywater 1,2,4
"Nobody in life gets exactly what they thought they were going to get. But if you work really hard and you're kind, amazing things will happen. I'm telling you, amazing things will happen." - Conan O'Brien
So many good laughs with so many great friends. Godspeed to all.

Adam McGrath


Eric McHugh
McGee
"Life's full of problems...you just gotta find the ones worth solving."
Good times with good friends <3. The boots, wrestle hard, best of times with NM, BD, LB, VE, CB, KM, ML, DP, JH, BM, clear eyes, willo wheels, 2-team, start jumping ships... sellouts always sink!

Brooke McLaughlin
Cookie, b
Volleyball 1-4, Ski Club 2 & 3
"You only live once."
Love ya<3

Jillian McElroy
Soccer 1-4, Swim 2-4, Lacrosse 1-4, Jill Basketball 1, NKS 2-4, Peer leaders 2-4, Peer mentoring 3-4
"Every exit is an entry somewhere."
E.D. M.R.: Best Friends, She's just a little girl First time for everything, 1/16/09, movie nights, 12/5/09, all around girls, potentials, scale the building, Boston trips, Plymouth, halloween 08, PX...LOL, logging, teepee, North Caroline. M.D. gym is where it all started - E.D. M.R. Class of '11 never forgotten, love my besties, Thank you Mom and Dad love you sa and lau

Jessica McGinn
Jenessical, jessi*
Cheerleading, softball, dance
"You only live once, but if you work it right, once is enough."
cc, am, kd, jf, km, am, rt, jcl golf course, 11,21,09, waterfront, junior prom '10, Mr. Ringuette

Allison McGrath
Ali
TJ2 Robotics 2-4, NHS 4
"Do not live down to expectations, go out there and do something remarkable."
Cute dates w/ KM at Cafe 129, gym buddies RCI Java w/ Kendall, working at MB with RB and ZC, TJ trips, monster in the bathroom, listening to Riskay every morning with DS and RH, "harrassing" GK every lunch, promo, sharing Chinese with LR sporting on KK, loving on JN. Thanks to all those people who made high school awesome!

Kari McKenna
Karebear
Tinkerbell
"Sing like we're superstars, Dance like we're famous, because; That's just the way we are."
Thanks mom and dad, for June's Crew & June. The beach and the parties, Chuck and Tinkerbell drives, Mailbox. Alexi Tranter, you're my best friend forever, Katie Mac, I love you beautiful, Kelsie, Megan Fox, Ocean City, Billboards! Kelsie & Henry, R.I.P. Rocky, "You look beautiful today Brian Maynard" Pickles! <3 Tee-Shirt
Tilimmemee. I love you <33 & I'll always remember you!

Kaitlyn McLaughlin
Soccer 1-4, Basketball 1-4
"We need to forgive ourselves for all the things we didn't do. All the things we should have done. You can't get stuck of the regrets of what should have happened."
Filgames, prom, semi 10,11, soy status? RW.PC.RB.EGalways*, summer/2010, cloud9 C.S.C<3, MONA, meated, cauutie, junyah jewels, E8 AR, ly munchkins Kylie ... goodluck! Soul, ML,KS,CC<3you, mom+dad thank you!
Kendra McMasters  
Magounzie, McNasty, "Special K"  
Volleyball 1-4, Basketball 1-2, Softball 1-4, Wrestling 3-4  
Our fingerprints do not fade on the lives that we touch.  
Family ILY XOXO TYPE, Daryl...GT’S 13 years strong, Da Girls=3, Your OUR Boys, rides with Garrett, Basement Crew, XO on the KO, Taunton Daddys, "Brick Squad", Country Fest 2010, Theme Nights, Love Fest, <3-god  
Aftermath, "were in London", buggie, bunzzz, "How Youuu Doin", 4 Years Never to Forget...Bye B-R

William McNamara  
Billy  
Snowboarding  
Good times with all my friends, snowboarding with D.M, New Hampshire house, we gone need some bread, pool championship, Burkes house, thanks to all my friends and family.

Daryl Medeiros  
Derel, D-Trick  
Volleyball, Softball, Snowboarding  
"Laugh as much as you breathe and love as long as you live."  
GT’s with all my girls, Jersey Shore, Sugar Hill, Daddies, I get knocked down, You’re my bestfriend B.H, Snowboarding with W.M, Waka Flocka Flame BRICK SQUAD, Theme Night, Country Fest, Love all my boys, Get it Daryl, Sunflower Microphone, Jessies Girl, I like ur Jelly’s, 13 Years Kendra, Thanks to all my friends and family.

Stephen Medina Jr.  
Narnia  
Karate 1-2, Work 3-4  
"Life is like a taxi. The meter just keeps ticking whether you are getting somewhere or just standing still."  
My favorite years at B.R. were freshmen and junior years. There were many good times in and out of school. Freshmen year I liked Earth Science for all the funny moments I had in it. In junior year I loved Creative Writing and my study class. I'm glad to have met my close friends through these years here.

Alex Merithew  
Big Al  
Bowling  
"I’d rather be hated for who I am than loved for who I am not."  
Massassot Trip and Crew, Friends and Family, Lyla, Frisbee and Hackysack Sessions, Dollar Pizza, Fishbowls, Jammin’, Patty’s basement, 7-11-10, Nauset Light Beach, Nintendo 64, Concerts, and everything in between.

Patrick McNamara  
Pat Mac  
Hockey, Snowboarding  
Hockey, pasta parties, snowboarding, offroading, "Or suttin"

Devin Meagher  

Emily Medeiros  
Art Club 2-3, Raywater Players 3  
"A little nonsense now and then is relished by the wisest men."  
Remember that time Shelby challenged me to a Yu-gi-oh card duel...and I lost.

Kimberly Medros  

Ashley Miller  
Amils  
Softball 1  
"In three words I can sum up everything I’ve learned about life: it goes on."  
Lady Britt
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Tuesday treats, 12/01/09 <3, wombat
day, Jersey Shore crew, dd, bumpin' in
the bus! Arizona runs with Brettski! Good
luck in 12th grade Ryan! Thank you Mom
& Dad.

Soccer 1-3, Track 1-4, Cross Country 4,
NHS 4, Peerleaders 2-4, Peer
Mentoring 2-4

"The Constitution only gives people
the right to pursue happiness. You
have to catch it yourself."

XC 7, JV All-stars, Rach <RC3 & our
annual epic gingerbread houses, Calc
Corner, kitty ... , sypte, O shan,
summertime campfires and pick up
soccer games, annual Superbowl
Sunday ski trips! MAX. My juniors MM
& KT. Thanks BR, by all! Love ya fam ...
good luck Connor!

Nicholas Morrill

Gigantor, Nich, Nich5, Nick Big

Soccer 4, Basketball 1-4

Tyquetia, getting hit by cars, SB, summer
soccer league, the cooles

Kathleen Morrissey

Playing Bingo, Shivering Violently
"TNT Knows Drama"

Romantic Lunches with AM at Café
129, Sculpures Girls, Dropping the Ritz,
'Harrassing' GK, Chinese Food! Hitting
on KK, Talking Mac with KW

Erin Mulkern

Emulks, Rinn

Dance 1-4

"Don't you ever let a soul in the world
tell you that you can't be exactly who
you are" - Lady Gaga

Michael Moreshead

M-Dawg, Wheels

Swimming 1-4, Mock Trial 1-4, NHS 4

"The only normal people are those you
don't know very well."

Journalism, News Fridays, Video
Projects, Mock Trial, Loja, Wheels D,
Rinquette, A Push, State House, BR
Swim, States, Limo, 500's, Annie's
house, Thanksgiving, Honey Dew,
Cumbie's, Everyone who made high
school what it was for me, thank you,
especially my friends, without whom
high school wouldn't be worth
remembering.

Marisa Morrison

Art 1, 3-4

"Life moves pretty quick, if you don't
stop and look around once in awhile,
you could miss it."

Good times with everyone! I'm gonna
miss you all! Thanks Mom, Dad, JP, and
Mike, & thanks to all of my friends, you
know who you are, I love you all, & best
of luck to everyone!

Justine Muldonian

"This life is what you make it. Not
matter what, you're going to mess up
sometimes, it's a universal truth. But
the good part is you get to decide how
you're going to mess it up" - Marilyn
Monroe

Morgayne Mulkern

Kevin Mulligan

Mull-guy

Lacrosse 1-4, Hockey manager 1-4

"HEY, how ahhh ya?"

Burkes basement... the bros- burke, od,
devin, brad, jake, maddog, gary, scolla.
fun times in rh. MAINE. Shanny <3
lacrosse. muddin with the boys.

Brittani Nardi

Britt

Guitar, Stage Crew, Writing

"When one door of happiness closes,
another opens; but often we look so long
at the closed door that we do not see the
one which has been opened for us."

K.F. (W.K. X Z), double-k effect D.S. C.R.
S.S. D.D. A.M. Walmart adventures, pick a
random exit, Hortons 09, get a new
phone FOOII! gas jumping out the
window, Frowny's? ChattaBox, Jonesy,
Watkevich AsB, BcseBU, Sobe, Boston,
Beauce, Footloose, Cucumberman Skip
to my lou, DinerPam, Alejandro,
NurPumpAtPump2, Meaningful talks on
swings. (Live your life)
Art entered :) never We arrived tragedy.

Thank TM, John TY on basement, cheese, Spade sopadae, Soccer as and Sean Newton Nuss Newtered, Ryan Norgaard Norgaard Soccer 1-4, Indoor Track 2-4, Outdoor Track 2-4 *This is the office of Bill Tierney now Hop Off!* Nationals with Tom, Tom, and Kyle. Breaking the school record 3:24. Urb making fun of me the flying tomato. Get Dominated! Losing to Andover .04 seconds. UGH!!

Megan Nehiley Soccer Manager 1-4-3 "Wherever you go, go with all your heart." Mo+me; you’re my best friend. Disney on ice. 12/31/09. pep rally ’10. sopadae, Milford CT, the waiter, noisemaker, RIP louie<3 sc, ep, jm, ng, hm, ea, et & friends xo. It was a journey.

Ryan Newton Spade and Newtured, Ramen Newtles, Newtonian Football 1-2-4 Basketball 1-4 Track 1-4 *Lose your dreams and you will lose your mind.* TY Friends/Family. GT’s ballooning at Dev’s, Smash Bros, at Stew’s, Fawgadawg ly like a brother(mac n cheese, wooler, shows), Basket Family (DZ, NB, CH, AP), MEATS or die, Z’s basement, Watch Your Head, Mr. Burns Beatdown, Gillette 2010 ly guy, Operation Wobble, Late Night Album with scam/alex, Buckgirl, TBS, Cape, Analyze, Buck/Scram Feud, Glow Paint.

Cody Nussbaum Nuss Golf 1-4, Basketball 1-2, Baseball 1-4, Student Council 3-4, N.H.S. 4 John Kearney Moments, Cheryl’s Class, Football Games, Xavierian Semi-Final Baseball Game, Biddy League, Backyard Football

Sean O'Donnell O'D Football 1-4, Basketball 1-4 "How Ahh Ya?! The Nova and Lincoln. Wood, DaSilva and Burke family thank you, MadDawg, Speedy, Mulligan, Woody, NM, SB, JE, BM, BD, MD, PM, OO, NA, EH, TM, JH and JH. Football team. Love you Mom and Dad, Amanda and Matt thank you for everything you guys mean the world to me.

Taylor Nash TayTay Field Hockey 1 Art Club 1-4 "I wanna be, the very best, like no one ever was, to catch them is my real test, to train them is my cause." I arrived from Vermillion City, having beaten my rival for the fourth time. I found an ominous lavender town; a dark shadow cast over the houses, its origin a tall tower. Curious, I entered the building. My rival was there. He sneered, “What are you doing here? You’re Pokemon aren’t dead!” We battled, but this time he was missing Raticate...

Ashley Nelson

Michael Norgaard Norgaard Soccer 1-4, Indoor Track 2-4, Outdoor Track 2-4 "This is the office of Bill Tierney now Hop Off!" Nationals with Tom, Tom, and Kyle. Breaking the school record 3:24. Urb making fun of me the flying tomato. Get Dominated! Losing to Andover .04 seconds. UGH!!

Shawnessy O’Connell

Molly Ohman

Ski Club 1-4, Band 1,3,4, Foreign Language 1-4, Mock Trial 3&4, Science Olympiad 4, NHS 4* Be who you are and how you feel because those who mind don’t matter, and those who matter don’t mind." Getting lost, real lost, all the time! Ski Club adventures. "Te Requerdo Amanda." *Sink me* more play-time, the Kids- "I’m so guido", Calumet! APUSH he said, she said! Better Bean crowd, marching band- hey, your fly is down! life. Good luck class of 2011!
Christopher Oien
Yodeling Snodler
Golf 1-4, Hockey 1-4, Baseball 1-2

"Howizya."

"Always forgive your enemies, nothing annoys them more."

Best memories are in chem class with Jerome and Levesque, Every single day spent with Nihar senior year, Sectionals and States for swim team.

Swimming at loan and cranmore, getting my license, and hanging with my best friends alex and tim.

Owen O'Sullivan
Lacrosse 2-3, Golf 1-3
Meeting new people who turned out to be good friends, also going to a lot of the sports games, hanging out with friends.

Thomas Palmieri
Topa
Track 1-4

"Drop the hammer" - Ray Wilcox

Osgood's class, chillen with Thibbs(ma), bcaws dance off, OCL Champs for track, League All Star, Nationals, Mahhgaret, FG1 (thanks Alex), GOLDEN FEVER, paintball er day, making friends that will last and I will never forget.

Living in Bridgewater more than Raynham. Warped Tour 2010.

Joshua Pagels
Josh
Wheelin Sniped

Eclectic Karate 1-4, Biking 1-4, Running 3-4, Hangin out k-12

"Wow I can't think of a Quote!"

I will always remember the things that happened in high school, the friends I gained and all the friends I lost. I won't forget anything. Thank you for always being there, mom, dad, brandan, will court, and all my friends I hope u all live past your due dates :D

Nikhil Patel
Arab, Arabian, A-cash money

"Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow." - Albert Einstein

TY family and friends, GTs at Zolga's, Helmet Boxing, say MEAT $60 leys 3/13/10, SC/MJ=333, Patti's basement, Buckdude analyzing, Freshman Football, 400m 64.2sec Guy corner, Cape, Superfan senior year football games, You're welcome (WF)
Jeremy Patti
JPatt
Biddy Basketball 4, CYO Basketball 1-4
A winner is someone who recognizes his God-given talents, works his tail off to develop them into skills, and uses these skills to accomplish his goals.

Alexandria Pellegrini
Jacqui, JP
Soccer 1-4 Winter & Spring Track 1-4
"It's all said and done. Its been real, and its been fun.
Friends, Love you! GT's at BZ's, Football games, PP's, Emmas, Allie's basement, Dev's pool, Gillette '09, Powder Puff. EKOP, 6.6.09, F&I hamham, SCC, Semi, Halloween '08, Cynthia, HJ Crew<3 Proper form? Billybuckysyndrome, DRAFTING HEROES, R-roger that! Grinch?? cayday. ST&NL - Always<3 Goodluck Jess :)"

Jacqueline Perkins
Jacqui, JP
Soccer 1-4 Winter & Spring Track 1-4
"It's all said and done. Its been real, and its been fun.
Friends, Love you! GT's at BZ's, Football games, PP's, Emmas, Allie's basement, Dev's pool, Gillette '09, Powder Puff. EKOP, 6.6.09, F&I hamham, SCC, Semi, Halloween '08, Cynthia, HJ Crew<3 Proper form? Billybuckysyndrome, DRAFTING HEROES, R-roger that! Grinch?? cayday. ST&NL - Always<3 Goodluck Jess :)"

Jennifer Petty
Jen
Field Hockey 1-4, Winter and Spring Track 1-4
"Imagine all the people, living life in peace.
Nantucket, NCB, Distance, Garage Parties, Arizona Ice Tea, Dunkin Donuts, Sunapee, Rockport,"...OH" the OC, STFJ Marylou's Club, FSc, Nude koala hugging a tree, Singing!, Rental Shop, Sour Watermelons, BB, the KIA, For your entertainment<3, Panera!

Adam Pif
Piff
Quading, Working, Hanging Out
"Yield not to misfortunes but advance all the more boldly against them."
Freshman Football, Track, Big Bear, Burnett's House, Movies with Christina, lighting the couch on fire, Brochillin, Prom, the cape with Christina, Being Belligerent, DMB, summer concerts, Shermans House, the Basket, Zuessin, Kings, two wheelin it, quading, Nekkos House, cruising in the jeep.

Thaddius Pedersen
Tad/Conan the Barbarian
Wrestling
"I know you can fight but, it's our wish that not dwell in the past. The barrel roll game. I Don't Wanna Miss a Thing in P.E class. Throwing snowballs in math. Mrs. Davis's class. Seinfeld in Thibbs room. Freezing superbowl game junior year. Limbo driver getting lost Jr. Prom night. Sarah's wrestling cookies.

Matthew Perez
Matt
Cross Country 2-4, Track and Field 2-4
"Live for today, and you'll be ready for tomorrow."
"Build me Up Buttercup" song in xc, Mrs Davis's english class, BR Superbowl games at Gillette, running to friendslies to get ice cream, power outage at Junior Prom

Alex Perry
Perry
Soccer 1-4, Track 3-4
Spanish class, finishing the sentence on the board, "her clothes". "Raising the roof" Freshman and Sophomore year. Track. Jerome's crazy class experiments. "Construction Site" adventures.

Erin Piesco
Rin, Erry
Soccer Managing 1-4 <3
"We should all start to live before we get too old. Fear is stupid. So are regrets." MM,since 3, AC,princess, AC,poopy, Girlfriend, 4 years. JM,Muffy, CS2,BooBoo<3Tyme, Myrtle Beach, MV 09-10, Boston, Lady Bug, SummerJam, CW&Tech 10, JP, english<3 Baby, sr prom,DD<3 Fishsticks, Dylan<3, You True Key<3. Late night car rides, McDonalds,YUP. Stealing Christmas? Canobie Lake, SW*LW-Sisters;LYLAS, Family, forever xo. Moech,RIP<3always, "I wish that I could have this moment for life, cause in this moment I just feel so alive."
Zachary Poh
Poh
Track 1-4, Football 1-4, Biddy 1-4, CYO 1-4
"Let me make something abundantly clear, this is LIVE!"
Bucks Car, Sweet Sugar Rey’s meltdowns, Beatin Xaverian

Brittany Pulley
Britt, BK
Basketball 1
"I Am What I Am."
Brockton/Taunton spirit Ohh Yeah!!! Celtics Parade! To Two’s 33 BK gonna miss you, been together since freshman year!

Valini Ramlal
Val, V, Vanilla
Peer Leaders 2-4, Peer Mentoring 2-4
GSA 4 Citizens Scholarship Drive 2-4
"Happiness can be found, even in the darkest of times, if one only remembers to turn on the light.”
Junior Powderpuff, Senior and Junior Prom, Senior Fun Day, Pep Rallies, Senior Lock-In, Rachel’s Challenge, Mr. D’s AP English (Junior), Mr. Hayhurst AP English (Senior), 3rd Lunch Senior Year, Family Time, Dance, Spirit Week, Karate, Citizens Scholarship Drive, Community Service, Friends (AS, J), SIG, AR, SL, NP, C. Edge, N St L, JB, LR, RD, SM(BF), OM, DB, RT, etc).

Cameron Robbins
Cam
Baseball, Fishing, Hunting
"There are good days and there are bad days, and this is one of them.”
It’s gone by fast. Mom, Dad, Rach, Rich, even Frenchy, couldn’t have made it without you guys. Saving Lives and "bag it and tag it” for Bossman Cups. We brought the ruckess... Game Over. Dollar Pizza with some Hills. It don’t get no better than this.

Kristen Roberts
BK
“Live your life with no regrets.”
Taunton... HA BK we’ve had a class together every year since freshman year together, gunna miss you!! Watertown parties and the breeze Ohh!! (: Brittany Aka BK; taunton/ brockton school spirit. Ohh yeahhh! Lovee my girls AM, TB, KF, AG, DK, BK

Stephen Pruyn
Hockey, Band, Ski Club
"Without deviation from the norm, progress is impossible."
Phish x 8. The Stallion. Nateva

Amanda Quigley
Softball-1, Peer Leaders 1-4, Peer Mentoring 2-4
"I found time can heal most anything and you just might find who you’re supposed to be.” - Taylor Swift
Lauren Kelly Honeytree- BR2011, bestfriends always Mexico 2009, oo lola shirts, my band and steady mobbin’. Noah and Allie nights, sunroofs = list pumping, birthday at Bryan’s EP & KT- Maryou’s club... someday, BB- Summer 2010 adventures, MB LOVE! the dance finished in aisle 6, hoversock, cheetah clothing, it must be Sunday! Car tagging, MB, KA, SS- 194 days!

Madison Reilly
Matti
Field Hockey 2-4, Track 1-3, Lacrosse 3-4, Swimming 3-4, Men’s 1-4
"Don’t take life to seriously, you’ll never get out alive.”
DEAN, Jersey Crew, potentials?, DO, sit hingles, cuff, heartattack drives, Summer Jam *10, American Eyes, squashey&mushy, turtle hunting, DubbT, Six Flags, Germans, Down To Shop & Bond, Focklove, date nights, F&B, 5th grade (: friends & family thanks for everything love you!

Stephen Pruyn
Hockey, Band, Ski Club
"Without deviation from the norm, progress is impossible."
Phish x 8. The Stallion. Nateva

Amanda Quigley
Softball-1, Peer Leaders 1-4, Peer Mentoring 2-4
"I found time can heal most anything and you just might find who you’re supposed to be.” - Taylor Swift
Lauren Kelly Honeytree- BR2011, bestfriends always Mexico 2009, oo lola shirts, my band and steady mobbin’. Noah and Allie nights, sunroofs = list pumping, birthday at Bryan’s EP & KT- Maryou’s club... someday, BB- Summer 2010 adventures, MB LOVE! the dance finished in aisle 6, hoversock, cheetah clothing, it must be Sunday! Car tagging, MB, KA, SS- 194 days!

Madison Reilly
Matti
Field Hockey 2-4, Track 1-3, Lacrosse 3-4, Swimming 3-4, Men’s 1-4
"Don’t take life to seriously, you’ll never get out alive.”
DEAN, Jersey Crew, potentials?, DO, sit hingles, cuff, heartattack drives, Summer Jam *10, American Eyes, squashey&mushy, turtle hunting, DubbT, Six Flags, Germans, Down To Shop & Bond, Focklove, date nights, F&B, 5th grade (: friends & family thanks for everything love you!

Alicia Roberts
"Leeshy”
Soccer 1-3 Winter Track 1-4 Spring Track 1-4 Peer Leaders 2-4
*00O0h my god!!
Corefour&PPP, always* TBD all day ;) A.G J.S J.W LB K.M - Bestfriends,tyfe. Walmart/Payless... o Car Ride To Marshfield; Dance Parties; MWRDER; Padded?PVILLE, “What Did You Put In This?” j5x need you; LR shopping with jn; Wait... Sw<3 You Mean Alot

Gary Roebuck
"I don’t have to wait to realize the good old days.” - Ziggy Marley
BURKES BASEMENT... 311, RATATAT, collie buddz tribal seeds, rebellion, badfish, hacky sack skateboarding, SNOWBOARDING & GT in pattys basement.
Alexandra Rogers
Ali
Cheerleading 1-4, Vice President 1-4, Stuco 1-4, Track 1-2, Rachel's Challenge, Principal's Leadership Team 1-2, Strategic Planning Committee
"Compassion is the greatest form of love humans have to offer."

Alexander Rose
Rose Buds AKA Big Al
Wrestling, B&B
"In the End, we will remember not the words of our enemies, but the silence of our friends."
wrestling 23-0, davis ela, lucky's parking lot, GDP, The cherry, friends and farm. Peace out BR

Abbie Rosen
Varsity Swimming 2-4, Girls Hockey 1-4, Peerleaders 2
"I don't know where we're going, but I guess we'll start." ~ Eric Clapton

Carolyn Russo
Abboo, CeeCee, C-Russ
Swinging life away
"Be who you are & say what you feel because those who mind don't matter & those who matter don't mind."
Study w. Diggs&Tahan, sledding, swings, crusin'. adventures, nature walks, summer jam, ASB family, pickledle, slug bug, memories that last w. my best-true few.
BGW KTW CMF
Date: 12/09/97-110510<3 You were the last thing to go through my stomach - KTW<3

Hunter Sarafian
B Cav
"To each is own."
This time I told Kevin this kid wanted to fight him and he was like "No he doesn't."

Nicholas Rondeau
Nick
Band
"Money"
Throughout my high school years I have made many memories. There have been some good ones and some bad ones but we have always got through them. It has been a great time and I will always be able to look back on it.

Laurien Rose
Laur, L-Girl, Lala
Chorus 3-4, Musical 3-3, Newspaper 1-2, NHS 3-4, GSA 2-4, Art Club 1, Foreign Language 1, NCC 1-4, Rutwood 1-2, Voice 1-4, Piano 1-4
"What is interesting about people is the mask they wear, not the reality behind it." ~ Oscar Wilde.
Kitten mittens February '10. Olive joke. jennima buttens, SPIDST. Shakespeare, Henson, Tux, Tyson, Sabrina. "Why? Cause you have book smarts and I have life smarts and your life smarts are tainted by lies and my book smarts are gimped by laziness?" MD, TS, MH.

Aliya Rosenberg
Li
Winter Track 1-4, Spring Track 1-4, Soccer 1-2, Cross Country 3-4, Student Council 1-3-4
"Wherever you go, go with all your heart."
Joanna and Ryan, bestfriends through it all, love you both. ED, SE, MT, EO, JM never forget. Halloween '08, 7/29/10, Boston, Semi '10...SS, Jake and Pip; PX, Whitehorse, Junior Prom...Jai, BWP, never forget you, rip. To my family, thank you for all you have done for me, love you always.

Tom Saade
Bomb, Est
Karate 2-4, Kickboxing 2-4, Archery 1-4, WoW, Tennis 1/4
"Well you had better decide whether you're hanging on the cross, or hanging in the nails."
Snipped, Ahh Yeah, headshot, Lebanon, Family. Seven, SPIDST, aaz, Dota, hardstyle, mission accomplished, fireball, holy, shorty, filipino, EllArr, da group, trollin', ding, redneck, nice shirt, house, tidox reaction, RTS, amendment, spidah, live life.

Allison Sasenick
Allie
Volleyball 1-4, Track 10
Anthony Scolamiero  
Scola

Snowboarding, Longboarding, Hanging Out.
"Time you enjoyed wasting, was not wasted."
Patty’s basement, RATATAT, 311, Lupo’s, Hack Sessions

Caitlin Seddon  

Soccer 1, Softball 1
"Somehow everything will just fall right into place."
Love you Janes Crew! James Lonergan, Family, Reptar, Mountain Dew, Warped Tour, Paramore, Flannel Friday, Chillzone Runs, Scratching Scratch Tickets, Big Red Slide, Story Time, ASB-Board Games, Chris Lincoln Cat, Dead Chicken, Summer Fires, Olive Garden, Chicken Alfredo, Dangs, Honey Dew & Perpetuons, Antiquing, Sleeping, Scooby Doo, Bruins, Fishys, Zoo& Pumpkins, Lights. Everyone whos ever been there for me.

Alexandra Sharland  
Alex

GSA 4, Peerleading 2, Working At Subway
"It does not do to dwell on dreams and forget to live."

Jeffrey Sherman  
Sherm

Soccer 1-4
"I can peddle backwards and still move forward."

Imani Silva

"Wherever you go, go with all your heart."
Couldn’t have done it without my Mom... been through a lot but you were always there love you lots... Only been here 2 full years and defl learned a lot... WE still the TRU Z’s Celtics parade freshmen year... Baltimore here I comel!!! NR BUBBA always worth it. CIO 2011 We did it!

Jessica Secatore  
Jessy

Liz Jeff Eric Alicia & Bmuh.
Jw+Ar...need you *uhh a have a goodnight* Jw. Curtains closed, doors locked, test tubes... Liz and all the sketchy nights...Ar, what did you put in this?

Kali Seitsinger  
Alice

To my grandparents who always encouraged me to do well in school and never give up. Every day I think of you and wish you were here. You taught me everything I need to know about growing up. There is always a special place in my heart for you Vhayia and Papa. Thanks Ms. K. and Mr. Brogna

John Shea  
Johnshea

Snowboarding 1-4, Swim 2-4, Biddy 1-4, Golf 2-3, Baseball 1-2, Triathlon 4, NHS 4
"Why do today what you can put off 'til tomorrow."
Fishin' trips, triathlon at Nantasket, Worcesterfest, warped, limo to states at Harvard, nationals in FL, vanna, four year strong, cruisin' KENO, six flags, rock climbin at the quarry, parking lot sports, dollar pizza, boardin' the slopes, beach trips, camping.

Stephanie Sherrick  
Stephie, Tiger

Dance 1-4, Soccer 1
"Memories take us back, but dreams take us forward."
I have made so many memories and friends at BR that i will never forget! Thank you to all my teachers and family for the help and support. Good luck to all my friends in life. I will miss you and hope we stay in touch. I love you all! <3

Chelsea Simonzi

"Don't look down."
Noah Simonzi
Nono, Mobi
Track 1-4, Dunks 3-4
"They say people in your life are seasons; and anything that happens, happens for a reason."

Lauren Smart
Dance, Softball, & Texting
"No Regrets, Just Lessons Learned."
Mr. Loja’s class, Cool kids at dunks. Rapping with L.T in study and making up dances. Cruising with friends with the music blasting singing obnoxiously loud... "I ma buy you a drink" L.T. Riding down Plymouth street at one in the morning with K.B, K.T, and J.P. All nighters with the girls. <3 LT, AC, DT, BS, DB, AM, KZ, KS. I love all you guys.

Kathleen Smith
Katie, KT, K-Dawg, Teapot
TJ2 Robotics 3-4, Math Team 2, NHS 4
"When all you know seems so far away and everything is temporary, rest your head; I'm permanent." -David Cook
There’s not enough space to appreciate all the memories and friends I’ve acquired throughout high school, so I just want to sincerely thank everyone who has been a part of my life. You’ve made me nothing but happy. Remember that I'll always be there for you. I love you all, and will miss you all like crazy!

Samantha Spatola
Sammy Spatz
Varsity Cheerleading 1-4
"You’re mind understands what you have been taught; your heart, what is true."

Jessica St. George
Jess, Jessie
GSA 2-4, Karate 1-4
"If you don’t even believe in the possibility of magic, then you’ll never ever find it." - Castle
High school has been such a good experience, I’ve met so many great friends and learned so much from the teachers that I’ve had. I'm going to miss goofing off with my friends in class and all the strange occurrences that happen here. Thank you everyone for making high school experience fun.

Madison Small
Maddie, Madsmaii, Mad
NHS 4, Gymnastics 1-4
"When you’re feeling your worst, that’s when you get to know yourself the best."
Halloween & Semi 2010, Hanging at the Coole House. Nude koala hugging a tree... "that sounds like a strong name," embarrassing. "Do I have time? RUN!" Fireworks. "I’m silently judging you." "What did you talk about? Oh" Love to my lil munchkins. The nook :) LY Mom & Dad, and the girls. A.T. <3

Christopher Smith
Smitty
Soccer 1, Baseball 2-4
"You can’t live a perfect day without doing something for someone who will never be able to repay you."
Dollar pizza, Keno, Tailgating? Painting outfield fence

Krystal Smith
K-stal
A friend is a hand that always holds yours, no matter how close or how far apart you may be. A friend is someone who is always there will always care. A friend is a feeling of forever in the heart
Thank you everyone that has been supportive of me. Have to love the times w/my friends, they’re the best & a big part of my life, I don’t know where I would be without them. <3

Leonard Sprague Jr.
Len
TJ2 robotics 1-4, tennis 1-4, band 4
"The difference between a successful person and others is not a lack of strength, not a lack of knowledge, but rather a lack of will." - Vince Lombardi

Lyndon St. Laurent
LB
"Buy the ticket, Take the ride." Vasili and Cammy, Broad Street, don’t grow up. HMWCH, Sinatra. Being illiterate, anarchy. I love my girl. I WILL ALWAYS BE A KID.
**Noelle St. Louis**

Gymnastics 1-4, Cheerleading 2-4, Ski Club1-3

“One person can make a difference, and everyone should try.” - JFK

Thank you to all the teachers who have helped me get to where I am today, and thank you friends for always being there for me. I really appreciate it. I especially want to thank my family for everything they do for me. Good luck, Chris, and good luck class of 2011!

**Brett Stewart**

Stoop Kid, Stew Pickles, RiotMaker

Football 1-4, Spring & Winter Track 1-4, Ski Club 3-4

“The Shakeabilities Are Endless”

Love You Fam and Friends, Driving Bad Cars, Honey Buns, Buck Girl, NY Fruit, Cape, Operation Wobble, Ball at Dev’s, Gillette x2, Outer Banks, Chilli’s, Strobe Light, Outlet, Sketching, Hurdle Crew, Glow Paint, F & I, Zolagavile, Super Smashin’, Guy Corner, JV Kings, BC, Triceps, Meat Pies, Newt Food

**Alexandra Strang**

Ally, Moose, Puppy, Strangulator

NHS 3-4, Lacrosse 2-3, TJ2 4

“The world will tell you who you are until you tell the world.”

High school has been a nutty few years, but all I can say is that I can’t believe how much we all have changed. I want to thank all my friends for a great few years. I couldn’t have done it without you guys. Laura, Olivia, Katie and Rosie: I owe you guys a lot. TY, Lafa.

**Kayla Sullivan**

“Hold on to what you love, stay true to what you know, take everything you dream of and never let it go.” - Mom, Dad, Shanna, Tim, family

forever<3 my best, rc, sb, dm, km, lm, Theme night, B-night, bricksquad<3, on ramp, road rings, penelope, I get knocked down... "raising men. * "how you doin?" "we’re in london pod... whatever that is<3" Sugarhill: ly girls. MM, you’re my best friend, tyfe<3 Ry, my sister, twinsbest through everything, ly<3 Mexico '10!

**Stephanie Sylvester**

Steph

Volleyball 1-4, Basketball 1, W Track 2-4, Softball 1-4, Stuco 3-4, NHS 4

“Laugh as much as you breathe and love as long as you live.”

Gts with KA, MB, SM, SW, JC...love you all. Always remember OBI Softball-beat Taunton! SQUARE<3...ly Rachie and KK, good luck next year my little baby juniors! Love you lots mom and dad, ty for always being there for me! Ty family and friends! Ly Adam and good luck Tommy!

**Joshua Steffen**

**David Stone**

**Jedidiah Sullivan**

**Courtney Svenson**

**Mark Sylvia**
**Lindsey Tardiff**

Linds  
Sports, Dancing, Talking  
"Real eyes, realize real lies."  
Music blaring with SG to my left in MC  
car and the shotgun rider. JD. ALL DAY  
EVERY DAY  
<3 SG, LS, DS, KZ, ST, MM<3

**Scott Taylor**

**Kara Thomas**

NHS 4, Winter & Spring Track 2-3,  
Cross Country 3, Foreign Language  
Club 1-4, Peer Mentoring 2-4  
"Regret only the times you have not  
tried to succeed, rather than the times  
you have failed."  
MY: "If I could choose one word to  
describe you...", JP & AO: Marylou's  
Club...maybe someday AO, EG & KC,  
Good times at UATA concerts with JB,  
or not. JH, AD, & MY: "Let's make a  
flowchart!". Rainbow's End and Britney  
Spears' "3", S.B-C: Me and EG's  
second mom all through high school.

**Eric Thompson**

**Samantha Torpey**

Sam, Siam, Scam  
"Life is too important to be taken  
seriously."  
Friends, Jty, dev's kitchen, dollar  
pizza, sauna+pool, zolivia, fresh soccer  
with gill, middleborough runs, Fl girls,  
fresh basements+the cave, bh2o bagel,  
flag street, poke, randy+tacobell, freedom  
onset, relay4life09, not gillette, peacock  
and farm, roger, struggling. Rihanna,  
strobelight, mousehunt, hemfpest, hold  
yuh, meats, the paddidle, sccccool, Mom  
and Dad tyte.

**Steven Tardiff**

Steve  
"I get by with a little help from my  
friends."  
Meeting new people, spob, hanging  
out with friends.  
Thank you everyone.

**Cherylann Thakur**

Annie  
"The goal isn't to live forever, it's to  
create something that will."  
JL- it's a pretzel, CY- ill always miss my  
arm, DI- he has a neck like a tree trunk,  
ST- baby dino, yeah, super stoked, ED-  
imma dawg, I live in the a-ma-zon.  
Thanks to everyone who's been with  
me, I wouldn't be me without you.

**Ryan Thomas**

RT  
TJ"2  
"You ain't never had a friend like me!"  
Good luck to everyone in college!  
Great times on TJ and with the  
Tuckoons Circle gang! Here's to chill  
times in college, brah!

**Erica Thompson**

Éricur  
Cheerleading 3  
"A wise girl kisses but doesn't love,  
listens but doesn't believe, and leaves  
before she is left." -Marilyn Monroe  
Remember all the good times, sleep  
overs, hockey games, semi formals, and  
so many more good times!  
NC, MC, FH, KD, DH, BA, AM, CF, CR, KM;  
love you guys! Mr. Powers' history class,  
not bad. Late nights senior year, junior  
prom 2010, the bus rides...enough said.  
bowling alley ha!

**Alexi Tranter**

Lexi, Lex  
"Nothing is gonna be around forever,  
so live it up, drink it down, laugh it off  
& avoid all the stupid drama, take  
chances & don't have regrets' cause at  
one point you wanted it."  
Remember the I love You's, the long  
talks, crazy nights, the parties, the  
boys, the all nighters we pulled b/c we  
waited too long to do our work, riding  
in the car with the girls singing our  
favorite song, trips to the movies, the  
mall & wherever else we ended up  
summer, OC, COD Cave, Ketos, T-Shirt  
time. Always Remember.
Adam Travaglione

Trav

Wrestling 1-4, Football 1-2,
Snowboarding, Piano, LaCrosse 4
"Life moves pretty fast, if you don’t
care, it will pass you by.”

Goin to the island and the cape.
Rebution, Roger Waters the wall.
Santana, 311, gold fever pizza,
Altitude, the restaurant, wrestling
matches, jw soja girl and Bv.
Snowboarding, the college walk, some
trips, videos, the honey tree and
toad… a few good men + J.P B.V T.V
M.L S.C... love you mom and dad.

Constantine Tremouliaris

Codi

Ski: Club 2-4, Lunch Group 1-4, Science
Olympiad 3
"Don’t take life too seriously because
nobody gets out alive.”

I love my best friends, you all know
who you are. “Hold on, let me draw
you a map.” Mr. Hayhurst’s video
projects. Family dinners. Mr. Pover’s
class. All the good times with Hannah,
Devil Horns. Officer Hobson’s office.
The lights going out at junior prom.
Health Class. My Mustang troubles.
So many good times. Peace out guys.

Elissa Turpin

Liss

Volleyball and Basketball
"Sometimes you put walls up not to
keep people out, but to see who cares
even enough to break them down.”
cape ’09, jv ’08’09, fav four: JW BM
ME ETI vi do friends till the end! jjg bm
ah mf ml nd dd love your california ’10,
summer ’09, july 4th ’09-’10.
lcinol...rip kerryanne love and miss
you. Pookie, volleyball ’10, wancce!
Carrie Ann, Mom Dad and Denise
thank you for everything.

Kalyn Valencia

Kay

Cheerleading 1-2, Tennis 1-4, Student
Council 4, NHS 4
"Life isn’t about waiting for the storm
to pass, it’s about learning how to
dance in the rain.”
sold/7, family dinners, garage parties,
shay and kenz, mv, tenniscrew, wmr,
14, tables, the loft, relay for life,
pumped for bowling?7,lydskitchen,
bianca, capo, concerts, 48 hours,
thumper, coaching, girl from taken,
woowoosoys hil, picking out the pasta,
bo, unh, russel brand, south beach,
friends and family=3

William Vey

Vey

MMA, Lax, Wrestling, Skating, Skiing
"HEY! HOW ARE YEAH”
Budz, praying to Allah, lerps, soja,
rebellion, ice 101, woods, facebook,
art class, winning the league in
lacrosse, nasty subbery, Bruno’s, S, Mr.
Borgerson, R.i.P spob, Lauzons MMA,
some trips, ones worth mentioning...
J.P, AT, TV, JH, DM, BM, BD, JL, TM, JC
LOVE YEAH MOM & DAD

Priscilla Trencarichi

Liv, Clovis, Livers, Olive
NHS 3-4, TM^2 3-4, Math team 2,
Drama Club 1
"Sometimes you cannot believe what
you see. You have to believe what you
feel.”

Thank you to my friends for always
being there for me to lean on. Katie,
Laura, Ally and Jeff, you mean the
world to me. TM^2 trips, cell and
spontaneous adventures are just some
of the amazing times I was able to be a
part of. Given the chance, I wouldn’t go
back and change anything.

Olivia Treber

Liv, Clovis, Livers, Olive

Having swell times.
My friends and family, always.

Edrik Luis Umali

Cross Country, Winer track, Wrestling.
"Fight For What you believe in”
I would have never made it this far
without my two best friends mike and
marc. Running with the cooneys, the
General, and putt 12 miles. I hope me
and my friends will stay close after
highschool i dont know what id do
without them.

Paul Vento

Pablo, pviddy

Elizabeth Visser

Liz, Mr. Google

Work
"You don’t need anybody to tell you
who you are or what you are. You are
what you are”

Good times in the basement. Down the
rabbit hole in Lucy. Don’t stop
believing. Fighting, laughing, sleeping.
Living for the days we can’t remember
with the friends we’ll never forget. Mr.
Powers’ class. OUTSTANDING. No one
likes a boring ASB...
Nicole Wadsworth
Soccer 1-3, Music, Movies, Eating, Y 2-4
"Because a song can take you back instantly to a moment, a place, or even a person. No matter what else has changed in the world, that one song stays the same just like that moment." Thank you Mom and Dad & Kevin for always being there for me. CAB love you like a sister forever! Friday night cooking 8.11.10 Shinedown 2 28.10 Paramore. Big red...finally! 7.11.10 Rip Grandma. 10.16.09 Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs. GMR, KMC.. EMGJ TH Thank you for all the memories: "Six Flag Snack Time!" "fruit dip!" The Beach. Mix Cds.

Matthew Wapenyi
Matthew, Bebs, Whaaps, Wapanenez
Wrestling 1, Spring Track 1-3, Winter Track 1-3
"I got your back kid." Jav Crew. Bunny running the 400. Party at the Reilly’s. Emulks. 1,2,3... Motivation! Jcoops. asb.

Kurt Weineck
"It does not do to dwell on dreams and forget to live."

Jeffrey Wentworth
Jeff
Track
"In the midst of life we are in death." Ugh Liz (head nod and smile)...yup. AR/JC "Need you!" "WHAT DID YOU PUT IN THIS?!" "I don’t give daps, I give handshakes." Curtain’s closed, door’s locked, test tubes.. LB- G.P. AR/JC neighborhood crew Wentworths-Been through it all "I got your back"

Sarah Wigley
Swigs, Wiggles, Sar
Field Hockey 1-3, Spring Track 1, NHS 3-4, STUCO 2
"In the end we only regret the chances we didn’t take." Halloween ’10, Tuesday Treats, Fireworks, Whip My Hair, “I’m fine,” Twit10, Bumpin in the Buick, Nan Sweaters, Mom, Dad, Jen, Julie & Maggie LY, Friends thank you, love you all.

Ronald Wallace III
Bcav
Parkour Club 1-4
"He who makes a beast gets rid of the pain of being a man" - Dr. Johnson R.I.P Spob, Warped tour 2010

Timothy Watson
T.Watt
Winter Track 1-2, Spring Track 1-2
"No man ever won a war by dying for his country he won it by making the other poor bastard die for his." - General George S. Patton Jr.
Fast times at Bridgewater-Raynham High.

Erica Weiss
Art Club 1-4
Singing weird songs in the hallway with Shelby at the top of our lungs, art with Ms. Wood, writing my blurb with Ms. Kendall 2 months late, English with Osgood, awesome friends, good times, the end.

Matthew White
Whitey
Hockey, Lacrosse, Soccer
"Dream as if you’ll live forever, live as if you’ll die today."
Thanks to all my friends for all the good times.My Budz. MI MC JH KM DI BV. gold fever calzone. Bridgewater-Raynham Hockey.

CyAnn Williams
TJ2 2-4
"Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn’t do than by the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover."
News Fridays, Chillzones, Dew Crew, Soulist, Annie’s house, Thanksgiving, Life is Good Festival, TJ2 trips, Atlanta ’10, Uptown, Rt. 44 Adventures, night swimming. Farewell Dinner, Chemistry 331C, gym class w/ the girls, Operation Ventilation, Hampton Beach, Jersey Boys, Hemplest?, Waterfires. Onset, pink sheets & Summer lists.
Jessica Williams
Basketball, Soccer, Cross Country, Track, Volleyball, Swim 

"In order for others to love you, you must first love yourself."
Family forever, fav 4: ET BM MF JW, thank you for everything NM JG AR MR DD ED, JV 08-09, Cape 08-11, 4th of July '09 '10, warped tour, summer jam, florida "11, mtn. Sunapee, "kiddies" hooters, harshey park, "mall expeditions" wance & kinetic, nana and papa, always.

Rachel Winsor
Soccer 1-3, Musical 1-4, Peer Leaders 1-4, Peer Mentors 2-4, NHS 4 

"Always be a first-rate version of yourself, instead of a second-rate version of somebody else." 
KM RBE RC-EAG <3; girls, ly; SC-ly; RIP PIP, Small Bottoms, NC '10 + '11; JV All-Stars; Family Dinner; the 98; Rippin'; Monkey munch; Psych Group; Cape Trips; Nemo 3; Cake Shower; Loose, Friends <3; Mom + Dad, sisters-Thank you, LY

Cassandra Young
Raywater Players 3-4 

"When I'm dead I'll rest." 
I love my friends, my musical family, my real family, my coffee friends, alejandro, my baths, fresh out of water, the truck adventures, family dinner, a shot of love with John Proctor, musical outings, chorus, Mr. Power's E-Block Class, my chorus girls, burlines, "I'll draw a map!", "I miss my arm!", Thank you all, love you all, peace.

Jillian Yung
Yll Jung 
Soccer 1-3, Winter Track 1-3, Lacrosse 1-4, Peer Leaders 1-3, Peer Mentoring 2 

"You only live once, so live your life to the fullest." 
Semi formal 2010, Secret Santa Parties, Riding bikes on Cape Cod Canal, January 20, 2010, Lax to the Max, BIG LOTS

Dylan Zingg
Zingg 
Soccer, Biddy League, Jammin' of all kinds 

"As soon as you're born you start dying, so you might as well have a good time."
The missassiot trip, knockin' on the door, my 18th birthday, Patti's basement, long live the blacklight room, Phil is the man, Zoig's house...always a good time, moral of the story: cockroaches don't mix with the sloth.

Sean Williamson
Football 1, Soccer 2 

GT at B-R with my friends, soccer team, football team, gym class, and my other classes.

Cody Wood
Football 2-4, Lacrosse 2-4, Track 1-2 

heyyyyyyy Chieffyyyyy 
Gillette back to back, Football/Brockton and Xaverian, OD/Maddog Volvo, Hunting w/ cam, Dual Survival, Mer Cam vs. Jackson/Mswain 
Bonfires, Hanging at Maddog's, Egg wars, Painting houses w/ Maddog, Mudder, Elle Bailes, Summer Junior year, Plymouth w/ Jac, Semi, Skididdle, Concrete Canoe, Science museum, Thank you Mom, Dad, Jessi, Katy, Jacqueline Elizabeth Lynch!

Michelle Young
Field Hockey 1-3, Swim Team 1-4, Track 1-3, Peer Leaders 1-4, N.H.S. 4, Band 1-4 

"Friendship is like peeing your pants. Everyone can see it, but only you get that warm feeling it brings. Make a flow chart? Kara's babies<3...hey your fly is down. KT if I could choose one word to describe you...JH we are definitely the best singers in school...SBC I just died in your arms tonight-Build me up buttercup! EG my little mermaid...AD iced caramel mocha lattes and red bean ice cream forever!

Kristen Zarrelli
KZ 
Snowboarding, Friends, Soup, Sleep 
"Get busy living or get busy dying." 
Jonesys Crew,BB,Epics Hands, Paterna's crew, Cali's Study'09, Junior Prom, Katelynn's camper times, Baby force 5, Earthfest, [baby] never go to Rhode island, global pillow fight, banana phone, memories make me want to go back fly all A&F <3!

William Zolga
Billy 
Football 1-4, Basketball 1-4, Baseball 1-4, N.H.S. 4 

Gillette x2, zogaville, J.S., say meats, beating Xaverian, force, smexes, witch tree, guy, profile rock, cruisin', camper, bad haircuts, ballin', semi, prom, sauna, buffs, Dat's, weir fruits, burrny's, tall/athletic, strobelight, chillin', pizza board, life, cape, buddy, Mom, Dad, Mike, Jen, Mary TY & LY, Friends TY & GL!
seniors
underclassmen
FRESHMEN

[Images of freshmen at school events, including marching band, students in classrooms, and school dances]
we are b-r
Matthew Ives

Congratulations Matt!
We’re so proud of you! May your future be bright - full of hope, happiness, and success!

Love - Mom, Dad, Nick, and Mish

Good Luck Class of 2011!

Russell Bezanson

Russell,
Seems just like yesterday you were getting off the bus from your first day of school. We are so proud of the young man you have become. We love you!!! Congratulations.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Lindsey & Matt

Christopher Butler

Chris,
We are so proud of you and your accomplishments. Always dream big and reach high; there’s no limit to what you can do! Congratulations!

Love you always,
Mom, Dad & Andrew

Alexandra Rogers

Ali,
You have been consistent in elimination prejudice by looking for the best in others. You have chosen wonderful influences in your life. Your dreams are of greatness. Your kind words have touched many. YOU started a chain reaction! We love you and are so proud of your many accomplishments.
"May the sun shine all day long, everything go right and nothing wrong. May those you love bring love back to you, and may all wishes you wish come true!"

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Jess
Congratulations Devon!

WOW!! It seems like yesterday you were graduating from preschool. We are so very proud of you!

Love you always, Mom & Dad

Dear Jamie,

Our gift from God, our inspiration. You never cease to amaze us with your accomplishments.

Love, Mom, Dad and Taylor

We love you Buggy and Gator
Good Luck in College!
Love, Mom, Dad and Hunter

Stephanie, Keep dancing as if no one is watching. We are so proud!
Love, Mom, Dad & Sam
"Y.A.M.S."
William Vey

We are so proud of you, Billy Vey! May the years ahead be filled with happiness and success.
Love you bunches!
Mom, Alan & Kristina

Matthew Collins

Congratulation Matts and the Class of 2011!

Love,
The Collins Family

Sean McCall

Sean, every morning since your first day of school, our last words to you as you leave the house are “be the best you can be.” You were listening! We are so proud of the student, athlete, friend, and man, you have become. We know as you start this new chapter in your life, you will continue to make us proud and to "be the best you can be."

Michael LaRosa

Congratulations Michael!

We are proud of you!

Love,
Mom & Dad
Dear Sarah,
Wow how the years have flown! We knew the day you were born you were a gift from God. You brought a spark of joy into our life that will always be there. We are so proud of the woman you have become. Your strong will and focus will bring you all the places you have dream about. You are quiet; yet funny but it is your strong morals, compassionate heart the world will never change. Those qualities will allow you to live a faithful life. We know that you will stay steadfast in your beliefs because you are wise beyond your years, which is a gift you will never loose. Congratulation on your academic accomplishments, we are all very proud of you and always will be.

Love and God Bless
Mom, Dad, Katelynn and Auntie

Lee Ann FitzGerald

Dear Lee Ann,
We are so proud of you. You are so special and a wonderful person. God Bless and our fondest good wishes for your future.

Love, xo
Mom, Dad & Clark

Garrett Kelly

Garrett -
On or off the field, you always gave it your best!

We love you!
Mom, Dad, Trevor
Congratulations to our little Shannen!

You have made us so proud with everything you have accomplished. Your hard work and determination have paid off, and you have grown into a beautiful young woman. We can't wait to see where your life takes you next. You will always be our little girl with the blonde curly hair and glasses.

We love you!
Mom and Dad

Rachel Winsor

Rachel,

"May the good Lord be with you
Down every road that you roam
And may sunshine and happiness
Surround you when you're far from home
And may you grow up to be proud, dignified and true
And do unto others as you'd have done to you.
And when you finally fly away,
I'll be hoping that I served you well
For all the wisdom of a lifetime
No one could ever tell.
But whatever road you choose
I'm right behind you, win or lose,
Forever Young."

Love,
Your Mom,
Nat
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